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Time fir release

Dikes caught in Spiders 'waft

Parents took part in a plethora of activities as food, fun and ]MU spirit made for
a successful Parent's Weekend package.

YogaFil and a massage parlor, recent additions
to UREC's program lineup, make mind-andbody wellness accessible and affordable

University of Richmond held on to the ball
for 42 minutes in the Spiders' 20-17 win
Saturday.
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Suspicious
dust closes
Burruss
indefinitely
Bumiv. Hill is ckiwd today in
response to .1 suspicious white
dusl contained in an envelope
received in tlie building last WOOL
An employee of the Office of
Affirmative Action opened an
envelope that released a fine
white dust Wednesday or
Thursday 111 tlie Burruss ottice.
She wiped ■way the dust and
filed the form in tin- tnvdopa
with about 711 other documents,
according to Fred Hiltoadimi»>i
of Media Relations. The form
was one of several mailed to the
center that contains anonymous
ethnic
information
about
prospective employeiSaturdav, the employee, whose
name is not being released went to
the Augusta Medical Center in
Staunton and told the start that she
had been having headaches since
Friday Blood tests were administered to discover if she liad been
infected with anything, and the
results an? expected within the next
two days according to Hilton
Due to current national concern o\vr anthrax, the medical
center staff contacted the Staunton
Police Department who then contacted the JMU Police.
The regional State Health
Department and the FBI said
there is no threat because there
was nothing threatening in the
letter, Hilton said, fix- employee
did not save the envelope and
and she does not recall its origin,
Hilton said
Both the FBI and Doug
Larson, the regional director of
the State Health Department.
said then- is a low risk of tXpOsure and no need for the university or employees to take special
steps or actions.
However, as a precaution, the
university is closing Burruss Hall
and all classes are canceled in the
building. It will remain dosed
until the results of the tests are
received, Hilton said. Oasswork
will be made up at (acuity members' discretion. Signs will be posted on the building, and (acuity,
will be presnit nnlsidc the building to alert people to tlx' cktsing.
The university is issuing a general notice today on what to do if
one comes across suspicious mail.
— compihii fwn ^Uiff reports

IlluslmtiinKunck) ..(JMU SPORTS MEDIA
An artist captures proposed plans for expansions to Brldgeforth Stadium and the addition of an Athletic Performance Canter. JMU looks to raise $7 million
In private donations to fund the center, which will Include a larger locker room, training facilities and an academic center among other amenities.

New athletics center to improve
performance, better recruitment
$7 million sought to expand training facilities; plans for academic center
BY DREW WILSON

assistant sports editor
INK announced plans to
raise 57 million in donations
from private supporters for a
$10-million
Athletic
Performance Center, to be
located in the south end of
Bridgeforth Stadium.
The additions and improvements to the stadium come
with the intentions of making
JMU one of the top football
teams in Division l-AA.
"Right now our goal is to
compete at the top of the AA
programs in the country," JMU
Athletics Director Jeff Bourne
Mid ' V\e do, however, want to
be poised (so) that if an opportunity should arise within the
next 10 years or so where an I-A

option was there, (and | we were
united into a conference, we
want to be able to explore that.
Wfc want to be readv to take
advantage of that if it happens."
Football coach Mlckci
Matthews said the move to l-A
is a good possibility, but not
for certain.
Matthews said, "I think it's
a safe bet to say that we are
positioning ourselves to look at
a move to Division I, but I don't
think that it's imminent'
The university already has
received two $1-million donations for the athletic facility,
according to Joseph K.
Funkhouser II, chairman of the
steering committee.
"The Bridgeforth family
from Winchester, Va., for

The Faith Files: volume 1

More turn to faith for
answers since attacks
BY KYRA PAPAFIL

contributing writer
Folkiwing the ternmst acts of
one
month
ago,
many
Americans turned to nilgloul
guidance ti> find peace md
answers to the events, and many
JMU Mudtnn followed Hi
trend by partu ipating incsmpuj
religious organization activities
I his Mrin ■ .in rv.inun.ilion
nt the recent rule ol nUgkMM
organi/.itions on campus as a
n-.uH oi the attacks, meo ram
..I ..Indents H itli ICIlglOUi helicls
degrees "I prejudice, the
function ni raUgloua leaders during (his time and students'
■aarch lor answers ihrnugh
faith. This first article ,\.nnim-s
the increase in attendance
among campus n'ligmus organizations on campus and how it
reflects .1 national trend
Gallup polls conducted during tin- ween following Sept 11
show the increased import.inu
of religion among Americans
Responding to toe question
1 low important would you say
religion is in your own life," 64
percent said "very," 24 percent
said "fairly" and 12 percent said
"not very" when asked Sept. 21
and 22. This compare's to when
the qisHllm was posed on Ma)
10 and 14. when 57 percent laid
very. 2K percent said "r.urlv"
: '.'■ percent said "not yerj

In response to the Gallup
question "Did you, yourself,
happen to attend church or synagogue m the last seven d.ivs '
47 percent said "yes" and S3
percent said "no" on Sept. 21
and 22. This compares to when
tl>e question was posed on May
10 through 14, when the
response was 42 percent for
"yes" and 59 percent for "no."

-6 6... being around other
people who are having
the same thoughts as
you helps make things a
little easier.
— Nikki Jourden
junior
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t lumhi's nationwide, .is
well as local churches including
the Harrisonburg First Baptist
Church and the Harrisonburg
hirst Church of the \a/anne
reflected this increased interest
bv holding special services in
the week following Sept. 11.
This national trend is also
apparent on college campuses
According to a Sept 28 press

s€tSTVDENTS,pa&6

see STADIUM, page 5

Dukes bite Bulldogs in overtime win
BY DAN BOWMAN

release by the national Campus
Crusade for Christ office,
America's college campuses are
experiencing a sudden surge in
spirituality
following the
attacks Students are turning
toward religious leaders and
institutions
looking
for
Several JMU
religious
organizations experienced an
increase in attendance following Sept. 11. The vice president
of the student Jewish organization Hillel junior Nikki Jourden,
said, "On the first Friday night
alter Sept. 11, we had about 40
JMU students go to the synagogue lor services, which is
amazing compared to usual. I
think a lot of people of all religmns turn to praver and to God
in times when it is hard to
understand why such Itornhle
things an' happening. It is a
MWU of comfort, and being
around otiier people who ,\rv
having the same thoughts ami
worries as you helps make
things a little easier, she said.
Ensan Ahmed, economics
department head and advisor
of the Muslim
Student
Association said, "Our attendance at the Mosque really
went up a lot, about 10 to 20
percent. We started to get a lot

very elaborate academic center
and also it will be a facility for
the football program to help
enhance, to give us deeply
needed facilities for that pntimV1 Bourne said.
The first floor of the twostory performance center will
include the JMU football
team's locker rooms, a team
lounge, a student-athlete
strength and conditioning
center, training and rehabilitation facilities and an equipment room.
The second floor will
house an academic center for
all student-athletes at JMU,
and will include computer
labs, study and tulorial areas.

ance center a reality,"
Funkhouser said.
Funkhouser
also
announced that JMU already
has reached close to half of its
-6 6
$10-million goal for the performance center project
We are positioning
before the 18-month fundourselves to look at a raising campaign begins on
1, 2002.
move to Division I ... Jan.Bourne
said the new facilis needed so that JMU can
— Mickey Matthews ity
"recruit the finest studentfooiball coach athletes, those who can perform with equal prowess
both on the field and in the
classroom.
■9?
"This is a very special facility that we are going to conwe are all familiar with, Zane struct on our campus. It's a
Showker, has pledged $1 mil- building that will serve some
lion to make this perform- 700 student-athletes through a
whom the stadium is named
alter, has pledged $1 million,
and a local businessman that

DAVID CI.F.MENTSON/.l.i/f ;**.«nv*"
Sanlor Reggie Rivers takes a shot on goal. Rivers' goal
gave JMU a 1-0 lead, ending In a 3-2 win In overtime.

staff writer
In overtime Saturday, the JMU
men's soccer team won a thriller
over the Alabama A&M Bulldogs
3-2. Senior midfielder Michael
Godwin scored the winning goal
for the Dukes, who improved to 74 on the season and 5-0 at home.
"We're not going lo see a more
talented team come in here," coach
Tom Martin said of Alabama
A&M. "We may see better learns ,is
a whole, but we're not going to see
a more talented team individualtor mdi\ ulti.il than them, maybe
in the counlrv.'
Senior defender Reggie Rivers
MJ GODWIN. page 15

Dorm searches common practice
BY DAMIJ CI.KMF.NTSON

WD Jims 1.1 ONAKD
staff writers
With students just starting
their eighth week of classes, little-known policies allowing
ri-sidenl .uK isers to enter and
search dorm moms may come
as a surprise to many on-campU| residents The JMU Living
Contract, which the Office of
Residence Life requires every
n-sulcn! to sign, says that "the
residence hall staff will periodically inspect the moms" and
"the university also reserves
the rifhl to enter a student's
room / suite to enforce universiIv or residence hall policies."

According
to
Maggie
Burkhart Evans, director of
Residence Life, there are two
different situations that warrant RAs entering residents'
rooms to search. The first, and
most tretiuent, occurs when
they enter each room even
eigfit weeks looking tor s-ini
tary and policy violations. The
second reason for RAs lo enter
a room unannounced is if the
RA has reason to suspect a policy violation or an emergency
situation.
According to the Student
Handbook Judicial Policies,
ire ROOM, page 5
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR

NEWS
MONDAY, OCT. 15
• "The mot important reason I write*" pRMntad by Velm.i
Pollard, JUNftCMI poet nOVeUM, ihort Btory Writer .ind linguist
3 p.m.. Taylor 404
• SCOMStudent AJ\iM>r\ IoiiMiiitkv h«>stsa tt>mrnunicabon studio, p* brunt 1 hntean I 1..II Annex B104. 7 to 830 pm
• IMI Sqjn Language dub meeting 7*30 PJIW Tnkx
Dam n l IKKT newoomen wckome, for more tnfonmnon,
mntactSra -it mdbma
• Young RepuUkaM meeting, 8 p.m., Taylor 4(12. (or more
nfonraHon, C-m.nl uf at 'iyub\icaii®jmu.edu or visit our
VNrebMte.it WWiaflim
. abVH

TUESDAY, OCT. 16
• Come i"in t ml.' k' M.ivi* fun .ind help your comnuiiutvt u.lo k meeaj every Tuesday at 6 p.m.. Taylor
Vfi 11 ■* more information contact Hjm .it

■bnriwfta Loom
• Student Education Association mimthly meeting on the topic
of special education fur the general educator, Ruup 105,630
p.m., all students interested in education are wdooOM to
attend, for more information contact lialacyek
• Psychology Peer Ad\-ising Symposium: C iRE's: Getting
Ready Early, 730 p.m., Taylor 402, for more information, vtsM
the Peer Advising office in Johnston 113 or call *8-*S214

An incident involving trespass and sexual battery occurred in a residence hall on
Oct. 11. Criminal or judicial charges
reportedly were not placed at the request
ol the complainant.
In other matters, campus police report the
following:
Assault
• A JMU student gave police information involving a simple assault incident
that occurred in a residence hall on Oct.
9. Criminal or judicial charges reportedly were not placed at the request of the
complainant.

Petty Larceny
• A JMU student reported an unknown
person removed a cell phone from a vehideinRI-lcitOct. 10 between 8 am. and 2 pm.
• Non-sludent John C Remsberg. 35, ol
Harrisonburg, was arrested and charged with
petty larceny lor reportedly exiting the Harnson
Hall computer lab carrying a box ol printer
paper Oct 11 at 11 04 p.m. A trespass notice
also reponedly was issued on the subject.
Underage Possession of Alcohol
• Alpha Kiflu, 16. of Springfield, was
arrested and charged with underage possession of alcohol at the entrance to B-lot
Ocl. 12 at 2:02 a.m.
• Max E Olson, 18. of Lorton, and Joseph
B Harris, 18, of Windsor, were arrested
and charged with underage possession of
alcohol at the intersection of Carrier and
Bluestone drives Oct 12 at 3 am

Property Damage
• A JMU student reported unknown persons bent the rear license plate and broke
Underage Consumption
off the driver's-side mirror of a vehicle
•
Two JMU students were judicially
parked near Chesapeake Hail belween
referred lor underage consumption of alcohol
Ocl. 6 and Oct. 7.
• Two JMU students reported property
Number of tickets issued between Oct.1
damage and the removal of CDs from two
vehicles parked in R3-lot. The incident •and Oct. 7: 842
Number of drunk in public charges since
occurred between Oct 8 at 11 p.m. and
Aug. 25: 46
Oct. 9 at noon.
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• Senior Night, D-hall, 5:30 p.m., sponsored by the Senior
dan ( haDtngi
• CARE weekly meeting, 7 p.m., Taylor 305, for more information, contact Erin Strinr at ^t'lnvrm
• Information session and reception, 7 p.m., Taylor 202, sponsored by the Senior Class Challenge

War neccessary lo stop terrorism

7
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7
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8
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Student says university needs
some change
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CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8am and 5 p.m
Cost: $3.00 for the first 10 words. $2 for each
additional 10 words, boxed classified. $10
per column inch
Deadlines noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office

Men's soccer
Football
Women's soccer
Beat weekly
Jessica Lewis feature

Dining Services Fall Break Hours
Festival:

Regular Hours

D-Hall: Regular Hours
Market One: Closes 2pm Thurs, Oct 18;
Reopens 7:30am Mon, Oct 22
Door 4 Subs: Closes 3pm Fri, Oct 19;
Reopens 11 am Mon, Oct 22

Java City-Festival: Closes 2pm Thurs, Oct 18;
Reopens 9am Mon, Oct 22
Urec Smoothie Bar: Closes 10pm Wed, Oct 17;
Reopens 12noon Mon, Oct 22
PC Dukes:

Chick-Fil-A: Closes 7pm Thurs, Oct 18;
Reopens 7:30am Mon, Oct 22
Let's Go:

Closes 2pm Thurs, Oct 18;
Reopens 11 am Mon, Oct 22

Madison Grill: Open Thurs, Oct 18 and Fri,
Oct 19;llam-2pm
TDU Coffee Bar: Closes 7:30pm Thurs, Oct 18;
Reopens 7:45am Mon, Oct 22

Mr. Chips: Open Oct 18th 7:30am-8pm;
Open Oct 19th7:30am-5pm;
Closed Oct 20th;
Open Oct 21st 5pm-1 lpm

11

STYLE

MARKET WATCH

ADVERTISING STAFF

The Breeze « published Monday and Thursday mornings and distnbuted
throughout James Madison University and the local Harrisonburg community.
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Julie Sproesser. editor.

Bookkeeper
Susan Shifflett

Spotlight What did you have to
hide from your parents when they
came this weekend?

SPORTS

INFORMATION

G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC6805
James Madison University
Hamsontourg. Virginia 22807
Phone: (5401568-6127
Fax: (540) 568-6736
E-Mail address: me breozeQ/muedu
Breeze Net: riffp '/www thebreete org

OPINION
House Editorial Purchases
eventually will benefit campus

close: 1.703 40

"HXVSSS"'-

More than words

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 18

POLICE LOG
BY KMBBRLY MCKENZIE
palicc reporter

Weird science

Closes 3pm Thurs, Oct 18;
Reopens 3:30pm Sun, Oct 21

Mrs. Greens: Closes 2pm Thurs, Oct 18;
Reopens 11 am Mon, Oct 22
Lakeside Express: Closes 1 lpm Wed, Oct 17;
Reopens 5pm Mon, Oct 22
Madison on the Move: Closed Oct 18-21;
Reopens Mon, Oct 22
C-Store East: Closes 5pm Thurs, Oct 18;
Closed Oct 19-20;
Open Sun, Oct 21 5pm-12am

:
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".. .for the first time my entire
generation united in a feeling of
national pride and sympathy for
those who lost their lives."

MONDAY, OCT.

>- More than words

NEVifS

l

Students express feelings and reactions to
the events of Sept. 11.

UNKNOWN AUTHOR
SEPT.

II WALL

Weird science: visiting GMU professor lectures on
current unconventional, 'crazy' scientific theories
BY MARGOT KRIEGER

contributing writer

DAVE Y.\\\lsunphotvtraphtr
Students and faculty examine and listen to nine scientific theories during a presentation Friday in Miller Hall.

Theories discussed
More guns mean less crime

AIDS is not caused by HIV

Sun exposure is beneficial

Nuclear radiation is beneficial

The solar system has two suns

Oil, coal and gass are not fossil fuels

Time travel is possible

DAVE UWlaagphuutmiphir
GMU physics professor Robert Ehrlich talks about scientific
leorles featured In his book "Nine Crazy Ideas in Science."

Faster-than-light particles do exist

There was no big bang

Time travel is a possibility
according to a visitng speaker
from
George
Mason
University Friday who discussed
the "weird"
and
"strange" in science.
Physics professor Robert
Ehrlich presented
"Crazy
Ideas in Science," discussing
with students and professors
what he said are some current
crazy theories.
Khrlich used his recent book.
"Nine Crazy Ideas in Science,"
as a model for the lecture.
The nine ideas include
theories that more guns mean
less crime, AIDS is not caused
by HIV, sun exposure is beneficial, nuclear radiation is
beneficial, the solar system
has two suns, oil, coal and
gas are not fossil fuels, time
travel is possible, faster than
light particles do exist and
there was no big bang.
Ehrlich said it is possible to
either validate or throw out
these arguments
After
doing
extensive
research on leading scientific theories validating these arguments,
Ehrlich said of these nine ideas,
the three he sees as feasible are
the possibility of time travel, oil
not being a fossil fuel and the
advantages of sun exposure.
Ehrlich said the idea of
whether time travel is possible
always has intrigued him.
"Some evidence may indicate that time travel is not complete science fiction. Some
might go as far as to theorize
that while you couldn't go back
in time and change the past, you
could at least go back in time,"
Ehrlich said, explaining that
while time travel may be possible, actions done during travel

Ehrlich warned students that
this fact isn't an invitation to
"bake oneself in the sun."
Student and professor attendees
enjoyed
Ehrlich's
approach to science
Senior Sharon Koh said,
"Lots of people think science is
just theory and math, but there
is more to it than just equations. This kind of lecture
shows us that you can really
have fun with it"
Junior Sean Walsh said,
"It's an opportunity to take the
knowledge from the classroom
and see what people have
done with it."
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Some evidence may
indicate that time
travel is not complete
science fiction.
- Robert Ehrlich
GMU physics professor

Chemistry professor Gary
Croutcher said the lecture
provided "an easy way to
learn things "
In addition to the nine ideas,
Ehrlich shared a few statistics.
In 2001, 50 percent of the general population believe in ESP,
according to Ehrlich.
Thirty-eight percent believe
in ghosts and 26 percent
believe in witches, he said.
These
anecdotes
were
used to illustrate that while
some theories might seem
possible at one point, theories
later can be considered
ridiculous after being disproved, according to Ehrlich.
Ehrlich received his Ph.D.

wouldn't altFr tru* p.v.t or future

from CnUimhin University in

Ehrlich said he gives a fair
amount of credibility to the idea
that sun exposure, while
unequivocally a cause of cancer,
might also have benefits.
He said that according to
studies, higher levels of sun
exposure also are associated
with lower levels of heart disease, due to the release of vitamin D in the body dunng exposure, therefore helping to lower
cholesterol.

1964 and has published 19
books. He has received $1 million in gr.ints for research, has
won the Epstein award and is
a fellow of the American
Physics Association
Ehrlich said he currently is
working on a second book
that also will deal with sometimes controversial theories
such as homosexuality being
an innate behavior and if animals have ESP

Students put Sept. 11 thoughts into words, on display
BY RICHARD SAKSHAUG

news editor
In order to allow students a
public forum for expressing
«heir responses to the events of
Sept. 11, the Writing Program
created a "Sept. 11 Wall" in
Warren Hall. Two questions
are posed on the wall: "What
Will you always remember
about Sept 11?" and "What
message of hope or healing do
you wish you could send to
Jhe survivors, the U.S., the
world?" Students arc encour•ged to write their responses
Jo these questions on the wall.
" "It's a way for students to
create a memorial in response to
the events of Sept. 11," said
Christina McDonald, director of
the Writing Program In keeping
with the goals of the Witting
Program, the wall allows sludents to use words and language to express their feelings,
she said. The wall is "in recognition of the power of words in
bur stmggk' to make asm* to
grieve, to comfort, to connect," a
Sign on the wall states.
' The idea was generated in
response to the number of stu
dents that came into the Writing
Program office wishing to
express responses to the events
cf Sept. 11, McDonald said. She
lid they decided the responses
Should reach beyond the d*M
loom. The wall is I way "to
have the community come
together and use writing for
riciling," she slid
"|The wall] gives a more
iblic and organized forum
to see others' responses,"
(McDonald said. It is "a way
lor paying tribute and marking this historical moment for
Students," she s.iul
An e-mail was sent to stu

dents in late September to
announce the opportunity to
contribute written responses,
McDonald said. The wall is
located across from the post
office in the Warren lounge. It
will remain there for a little over
a week, McDonald said.

-66

It's a way.for students
to create a memorial in
response to the events
of Sept. II.
— Christina McDonald
Waiting Program director

59
Richard Whitman, daw *>l
the College of Arts and letters,
said, "I think in times of crisis
it's \ cry important for people to
express what's on linn Dirndl
By having these expressions
I Minted publicly, both the
writers and mdm GUI profit
fn>m it, he said
"Don't live in fear," one student wmle. "What happened
was a tragedy, but don't let
them win by being afraid. Fear
is .i sign ol weakness and we
need to pnive even more that
tins I-, ,i united n.ition and nothing will bring us down"
Another student wrote,
"What I will remember about
S'pt 11 is that, for the tirst tune,
my entire generation united in .1
feeling of national pride and
sympathy for those who lost
lh.it UvM "

Summing up the feelings ol
m.inv students, .1 student i\ rote.

"No matter where you were on
Sept II, it felt like it happened
in your backyard."
Some students took the
opportunity to educate. "This
type of thing happens every day
in other countries; the majority
of us are just too blind to see
those people who live in fear
everyday," one student wrote.
"So to the [United States] I can
only pray that the number of
tolerant, educated and peaceful
people outweigh the number of
intolerant, ignorant and hateful
people in the world"
Some students wrote notes
addressed to their loved ones
who were called to fight "You
had to leave me for a while to go
fight for our country and I miss
you," one student wrote. "But
know what you are doing is
great and I am very proud of
you. Please be safe and come
home to me soon."
The Writing Program consists of 13 full time and approximately 15 adjunct faculty, all of
whom specialize in the teaching
of writing. Through the courses
they offer, these faculty seek to
e«|uip students for both academic success and participation in
the full range of rhetorical occasion-, they will encounter in
their lives as citizens and professionals, according to the Writing
Program Website.

more at
htti'://ail.jmueilu/ii'riliitx/

w
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Senior Andrew Lumb pauses and reflects at the responses on the Sept. 11 Wall in Warren Hall.
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It's easy to grow, distribute small
amounts of anthrax, experts say
B> CHAM BS ORNSTBIN
Las Angeles linn s

While it LS difficult lo turn
■nthrax into ■ wMpon «-t man
dc-triKtion. it is quHe t'.tsy to
grow the b.Ktm.1 in a Lib and
dlStributa small
quantities
piecemeal, even •through the
mail, experts s,ii«i Saturda\
'Growing tins otnfltan is
no problem," said Norman
( hrville, dean of the Iowa State
I Diversity's
School
of
Veterinary Medicine. "It grows
rr.idik It grows overnight."
Until last week, the thiv.it <>t
anthrax had been couched
largely in terms of its use as a
weapon of matt dttttuctkw —
and how difficult that would be.
But the death of a man in
Florida and the infection of an
NBC News employee in NewYork have shed light on the ease
i't lining anthrax lor individual
criminal acti
New York officials CDfl
firmed Saturday that an tnvtlope opened by an NBC Mafl
member tested positive for
anthrax. Another letter sent to a
Microsoft office in Reno, Nev.,
also t,'si,d positive, Nevada
officials aild
Bioterronsm expatl say the
use of the U.S. Postal Service to
tr.msmit lethal bat terti is rignU
leant
and should
triggir
changes in how mail is handled.
Mt.t hundreds of threats
and hoaxaa in the last fan vaanx
somebody has finally been able
to do it," slid David Siegrist,
director
of
studies
for
Countering Biological Terrorism
at the Potomac Institute Mr
Policy Studies in Virginia. That

. '4J*4
y

has to guide our judgment
going forward on how we treat
some of those threats."
In the short term, Siegrist
said,
company
mailroom
employees should use rubber
gloves and be vigilant for suspicious packages with no return
addresses, blink lettering and
■MOaniva tape Going forward.
though, he said, the post office
must develop and use new technologies that protect against the
spread of biological agents.
Postal officials say there's no
way to inspect personally the
hundreds of millions of letters
and packages delivered tvary
day. "They have urged the public
to be cautious and to report suspicious activity.
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Anthrax is an inefficient
sort of murder weapon.
— Philip Hanna
U.afMicHpifnfmH

-99
\ few milligrams of anthrax.
which would not be visible to
the naked eye. contain millions
of anthrax spores, enough to
Inrecl thousands of people if
properly dispersed, experts
said. More than likely, most people would only be able to produce a small fraction of that
"This is what you can do
with any germ," said Philip
I lanna. a professor of mkroMol*
ogy and immunology at the
University
of
Michigan.

Carousel
Stained
Glass & Gins

"Anthrax is (ust new to the
United
States' perspective.
What's BOtliar. is the intent, not
the technologies.
"Fertilizer isn't particularly
scary, but if you put it into a van
with gasoline and drive it to a
federal building, you can blow it
up." That's what happened in
1995 at the Alfred P Murrah federal building in Oklahoma C ity
Fortunately, Hann.i MM,
the human body is somewhat
resilient to anthrax, and it
lakes thousands of spores to
cause infection. "Anthrax is a
very inefficient sort of murder
weapon," he said. "If you
send
out
thousands
of
anthrax letters, even if they're
all opened, very few people
are going to contract the dis
ease. For once with anthrax,
nature cuts us a break."
For instance, in Florida, only
one person died of inhalational
anthrax; at least seven others
tested positive for exposure but
did not become ill.
Until the mid-1990s, the
government kept few tabs on
who shared and sold samples
of anthrax and other danger
ous bacteria. In the mid
1980s, before the Persian Gulf
War, the not-for-profit biological
supply
company
American
Type
Culture
Collection sold three strains
of anthrax to Iraq, which
reportedly used the bacteria
to create biological weapons.
After realizing lax lab controls. Congress passed a 19%
law that severely limits the
interstate shipment of anthrax
and other pathogenic str.iins.
such as plague

He*' Collegiate
Stained Glass Panels

Anthrax: Q and A
BY DETHIA RICKS
News day
Anthrax can be contracted
from soil or farm animals, particularly goats and sheep, but
has not been detected east of the
Mississippi River since the
1970s, experts said Monday.
Dr. Martin Hugh -Jones, s
veterinarian and anthrax expert
at Louisiana State University,
Mid that acidic soil conditions
in the Deep South are generally
a deterrent to the organism's
long-term survival.
That is one key reason, officials said Monday, that law
enforcement officials have
become involved in the probe
into how two men working at
a Boca Raton, Fla. based newspaper were infected with the
disease, which can be deadly if
left untreated
Here is a breakdown on
the disease:
Q. What is anthrax?
A. Anthrax, caused by the
bacteria known formally as
Bacillus anthracis, is a hemorrhagic
disease,
which
means it causes internal
bleeding It is fatal in 9S percent of cases when ingested
or inhaled and in 25 patcanl
of cases when contracted
through skin.
Q. What are the special features of the bacteria?
A Ihe bacteria are very hardy
They release spores that can
remain viable in a dormant
phase in soil or animal products
for decades. It is also sometimes
found in bone meal.
Scientists believe it can persist HI a dormant phase for more

than a century. In most cases,
though, the spores are aaally
killed by sunlight and other
sources of ultraviolet light
Q. Is anthrax contagious?
A. No. It is contracted by direct
exposure to active spores. It is
not passed person to person.
Q. So how do people come in
contact with anthrax?
A. Usually through contact
with animals because the
organism thrives on animal
hair, wool and pelts.
It enters the body through a
cut on the skin, by ingesting
contaminated meat or by
breathing in spores.
Q. Do cases of anthrax occur
often in the United States?
A. Sporadically, with more than
90 percent of cases being contracted through the skin. The
last such case was reported earlier this year in Texas.
In Florida, health officials
sometimes confiscate goatskins
from the Dominican Republic
and incinerate the pelts for fear
of contamination Meanwhile,
only 18 inhalation cases in the
United States were documented
in the 20th century.
Q. What are the symptoms?
A. Initially, symptoms are nonspecific and can be mistaken as
the flu. The patient has fever,
fatigue, a cough and mild chest
discomfort. The patient may
show brief improvement, but as
the infection spreads, hemorrhaging begins and vital functions shut down.
Q. How long does it take to
see symptoms?
A. It may take as few as 12
hours, or as long as 60 days.
The usual incubation period is
one to seven days.

Pamper your pets at Valley Vets!

We can special order
your favorite college team.

Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly

Register for Saturday
make it-take it classes
or beginner classes.

_ ,
M/lfe]*

Sin.ill Animal • MrJn.il Surgery fcjgB|-l/Ufcy)

DAYS AND EVENINGS.

Boarding • Grooming

434-3433
785 B, Market St. Harrisonburg
I'm-. Sat 10-5 or by appointment

Come Down For

Trauis Doyle
Smithficld, VA .

Tbe .\IMIMH Connection

Every Tuesday
limmy 'O'
Ion Fritz

$115,00
The madlson Connection Is a team of student leaders who celt parents, alumni.
and Mends ol the university lor resources to enhance the academic O athletic
progrems tor all JlttU students.

Chock out our website for additional info or to apply online:
www.jmu.edu/marlifonconnection

500,000
M'J 111
60%-90% off retail
Today thru October 21
Open Only during Scheduled Dates from 9ut-7m Doily
Featuring large selections of history,

Salads

Fri 26th
Daily Planet

Pastas
Steaks
Homemade Soups

Sat 27th
Gypsy

Only Raw Bar In Harrisonburg
Catering Available

A

Sway Brunch 11 am. -3p.m.

30 W Water Si Harrtsortug
7 Daifi a Woe*. 1 lam • 2am
433-9874
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k SEAFOOD BAR & GRILL
THE VILLAGE AT FOREST HILLS
A Convenient, Quiet And
Academically Friendly Community
Enjoy 3-level lownhousc, 4 to 5 bedrooms, 2 V, baths.
Conveniently located within walking distance to campus.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air-Conditioned
Some With Decks, Porches
Fully Equipped Kitchens
Washer/ Dryer
High Speed Internet Availability
Private Cul-De-Sac Street
$1,500 to $1,600 per month

computer books, cookbooks & much more,

literature, children's books, reference,

Located between Harrisonburg & Staunton.

health & self-help, science & nature,

Take 1-81 to exit 240; turn east on Rd. 682

religion, philosophy, political science,

& watch for the signs. Call for more info.

Green Valley Book Fair
Volley la., Ml. Cowlord, VA 22841
100315-0099
www.gvbookfair.com/jmu

t> ©

Huge Sandwich Menu
Vegetarian Dishes
Pizza
Crablegs and Shrimp
Hotdogs
Wings- 25C each Mon&Thurs

Every Thurs

So far this semester the
Uladison Connection has raised

SQ

ainment

Caller of the month
Senior

433-VETS
498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

Unique hand made gifts

niRDison connecTion
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Q. Are there different levels of
the disease?
A. Yes. Two years ago, scientists
reported in the Journal of Ihe
American Medical Association that
lethality is dose-specific. The
greater the spore exposure, the
greater the likelihood of death.
To die of pulmonary anthrax, the
type seen in Florida, scientists
estimated someone would have
to inhale between 2300 and
55,000 spores.
Q, Is there an anthrax vaccine?
A. Yes, but it is available only to
the military
Q. Are there other treatments?
A. Penicillin has long been
used as a treatment. Another
antibiotic,
ciprofloxacin
hydrochloride (brand name
Cipro), also is prescribed.
Q. Could anthrax survive in an
air-conditioning system?
A. Fxperts doubt it because the
spores do not thrive in water or
low temperatures.
Q. Anthrax caused a death at
the supermarket tabloid^
The
Sun
and
sickened
another employee. Could
spores survive on copies of
the paper itself?
A. Experts seriously doubt
that possibility.
Q. Why is anthrax associated
with bioterronsm?
A. Anthrax spores were ma.de
into weapons by the United
States in the 1950s and 1960s
before the program was ended.
Scientists did this by prodding
the bacteria to release all water
molecules from its cell, transforming it into a hard, tiny bead
that withstands a wide range of
temperature and weather conditions. In that form, anthrax
can be sprayed.

If you are considering living off campus and would like to
be part of something new and positive give
The Village at Forest Hills a call.

(540)828-0220
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Room inspections are regular RA work
HOOM. from page 1

"The university housing staff
will also make periodic inspections of students' rooms and
suites for safety and health reasons."
Evans said rooms are "keyed
into" and inspected at the mini
mum, every eight weeks, during Spring Break. Winter Break,
Thanksgiving
Break
and
planned fire alarms. This means
that every room will be entered
and searched at least seven
times during the school year
According to Evans, RAs borrow a master key from the
Residence life offices for ttwM
regular inspections, key into
■vat] loom, and then a representative of ORL picks up the
master key.
"The time of the inspection
will be designated by the staff in
each building and will be
announced at least 24 hours
before the inspection," Evans
said. "All inspections are
announced via posters and/or
flyers." Neither the housing
contract nor the Student

Handbook bind RAs to
announce routine inspections
and forewarn the residents.
However, the RA Staff Manual
says, "Notices of inspection
should be placed on each residence hall floor and section at
least 24 hours before the expected inspection."
I he routine inspections may

-66We're not going room
to room to try to get the
students in trouble.
— Maggie Burkhart Evans
director of Residence Life

99
include keying into «» locked
room without any students
present. The official RA staff
manual says, "The RA may
inspect a room without a resi-

dent present. Two staff members together must inspect a
room if the occupants are not
present."
Junior Mathieu Campet, a
former RA, said, "Expect that
RAs will announce before they
conduct any searches."
According to the Student
Handbook Judicial Policies,
"The courts have upheld the
university's right to enter and
search student rooms and suites
with just cause. However, the
entry and search must not be
done in an arbitrary and capricious manner which unnecessarily deprives a student of fundamental constitutional protection ." The handbook also says,
A atafl member may, without
verbal or written authorization
from a higher authority, enter a
student's room or suite either
forcibly or with a building master key in cases ... call[ing] for
the immediate entry in the
interest of safety and security."
Evans said, "The inspections
are not about searching for violations. We are just checking

rooms for safety, maintenance
and sanitary reasons. If we run
across violations in the process
of inspecting a room, it will be
noted, but that is not the main
purpose of the inspection.
Following up on violations is
really a by-product of the
inspection process, rather the
reason for it.
"We rarely get drug and
alcohol kinds of violations,"
Evans said. "It's not very often."
Campet said, "Most RAs are
not out to make drug busts."
During regular inspections,
certain areas of the room are offlimits for RAs to search. "RAs
aren't allowed to open up any
doors inside the room," Campet
said. "Their tools are their eyes.
They may not use their hands."
Evans said, "We can only
see things that are in plain
view." Evans added that RAs
"wouldn't even pick a coat up
off the floor" or look under
beds. "They (RAs) cannot open
the closets, open drawers or
open refrigerators," Evans
said. "They look at things that

are in plain view. We don't
have time to search under
beds. There would be no need
for them to be opening drawers
and closets."
Evans said that RAs "check
windows, screens, blinds,
phone, smoke, fire and sprinkler systems and electric outlets to make sure they are not
overloaded." According to
Evans, when a violation is
found, it "is documented and
followed up with either )MU
Police,
Judicial
Affairs,
Maintenance, Housekeeping or
other ORL university staff.
"No one's ever complained," Evans said. "We're
not going into the room to try to
get the students in trouble. The
spirit of the policy is not to gel
people in trouble." According to
ORL's living contract, "It is the
student's responsibility to be
familiar with this information."
Students, however, sometimes are reluctant to allow
RAs to enter their rooms. "The
students always have the right
to say, 'No, you can't come in

my room,'" Campet said. "But
if they do. then expect the RAs
to take further action to get
into the room, especially if
they suspect something is
going on."
Dialling more privacy and
notice, many students strongly
disagree with ORl/s policy. "1
believe that RAs should not be
allowed to inspect rooms without the presence of both roommates because it violates my
privacy," sophomore Melanie
Brown said. "I don't believe that
the number of RAs present
makes a difference."
Junior Mary Assad said,
"The temptation is too great
for RAs to not ever look in
drawers and closets and
refrigerators. I feel uncomfortable with the thought of someone searching my room without me piaainl"
Sophomore Katie Russo
said, "It would be nice if they
would be more flexible and
work around our schedules
more, so at least my roommate
or I could be there."

Stadium expansion to include 26,000 more seats
s; Mill \l,jrnmpage 1

The center will be named the
C ha I lace McMillin Academic
* enter in honor of JMU's first
football coach.
The |MU Sports Hall of
H.ime, a reception area, team
meeting rooms and coaches'
offices also will be located on
the second floor.
"This is a multi-phase project that begins with the removal
of the track and construction of
this building," Bourne said.
"We hope to take occupancy of
this building in the year 2004,
preferably in football season."
The plan also will consist of
an increase in seating capacity to
the 14,000-seat Bridgeforth
Stadium, as well as the installment of a natural grass playing
field.

"Our long-term plan calls
for a multi phase construction
that will take the seating capacity to40,1X10 seats," Bourne said.
"It will be built in phases. The
fust phase would include 4,000
seats that would move closer to
the actual playing surface, on
both sides of the stadium. We
have tiers designed to be located above our existing seats.
Bach of those tiers would hold
5,000 seats."
Bourne also said that, when
needed, seating can be added to
the other end /one in a two-tier
plan that will push the seating
to 40,000. JMU hopes to fill the
extra seats thanks to a consistently successful team and a fan
base of loyal alumni.
Bourne said, "It is our opinion that if you have a winning

product and you're competing
at the national level and
you're turning out the students that we are each year
that end up remaining in the
slate of Virginia, and they stay
in areas that are contiguous
with the Shenandoah Valley
that it will be easier for us to
have those folks come back
and get their support."
With the SlO-million performance center, entire costs of
all phases and size of a press
box facility. Bourne estimated a
final cost somewhere in the $40million range.
"We acknowledge that this
is going to take some time to
do," Bourne said. "Our concern
with this project is that over
time we have the ability to keep
our stadium in its current loca-

tion and eventually complete
the build out that will give us
maximum capacity."

adjacent to the soccer fields on
Reservoir Street. When the
astro turf in Bridgeforth
Stadium needs to be replaced,
the university will move an
-6 6
astro turf field to the center of
new track facility, allowing
Right now our goal is the
the field hockey team to hm
to compete at the top of its own home. Natural grass
will then be placed in
of the AA programs in Bridgeforth Stadium
Bourne said that the plan
the country.
would be similar to what
— Jeff Bourne Marshall University did in the
athletics director past. Marshall was once an IAA school that built its football program up and moved
to
l-A at the start of the 1997
99
season.
"I think they went about it
According to Bourne, the methodically," Bourne said.
track will be moved next "There was a good plan and
spring to the CIS AT campus thought process behind what

CORETTA SCOTT KING
Presents

"THE LEGACY OF MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR."

Plan now to attend Regent University's Preview
Weekend—the perfect opportunity to see all Regent
has to offer and how you can benefit trom earning
your graduate degree! We offer flexible graduate
programs in Business, Communication & the
Arts, Divinity, Education, Government. Law,

(lie, 'W\M> ol a

Organizational Leadership and Psychology &
Counseling. You can even combine on campus
and online learning via our Worldwide Campus!
Join us November 8-10 to get the Information you
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17,2001

WILSON HALL AUDITORIUM
,7:00 PM
I-vent is open to the public. Free Admission Seating is limited At maximum
capacity, all quests will be directed to satellite locations. Satellite locations available
in III IS 1302. Grarton Stovall Theatre. Sponsored by Center lor Multicultural/
International Student Services. University Program Hoard. N. A. A. C. P.. and Black
Student Alliance. Kor more information, please contact CMISS at (540) 568-6636,
or UPB at (540) 568-6217. No containers nt backpacks allowed in Wilson I lall

need to make the Important decisions regarding
your future. You'll have three days to experience
Regent University-speak with faculty and deans,
tour our beautiful campus, visit
Regent Village and get answers
to your questions about employment and financial aid.

^REGENT
UNIVERSITY.
1000 Recent Uniwraiy Dnvc. Virgin* Bc*K VA 234f4«00
Srpvt 'vunintJ/ma itudnm mihmj A«TIIIMI»H i\mmr rafcr nimmtpmln
«1—Mfy«f MwWcutW tnpn

they did at Marshall. They
were also very patient. Than
one of the issues you have to
look at in terms of facilities of
this nature and the expense
behind them. You have to be
patient, but yet be methodical
and make sure that you make
progress. That's what our
plan is here."
JMU also announced it is
raising S10 million of in donations for the construction of a
S41.6-million Center for the
Arts and a $27.8-million
music recital hall.
The Center for the Arts will
house the School of Theatre
and Dance, while the music
recital hall will house the
School of Music and will host
many of the university's 300
.inmi.il musical events.
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Students search for answers from religious groups
s / ( IW.XTS. from page 1
of people from other faiths
even, which raslh '-bowed us
,i lot o. napporl following all
the rumors Ming ..round
about Muslims

Religious prominence
Campus religious leaders
ipokfl MS. inunediately following the terrorist ,,t Licks both

during group gatheringi and
uniMTMlv events
Coordinator for Interfaith
Campus Ministries Father
John Graot spoke only hours
aft«T the attacks at an afternoon vigil He gave his reflections on the tvents of the day,
helping individuals cope with
the immediate shock of the

horrifying news and cl.uitv
ing some of their Immediate
spiritual questions
Sophomore Carrie Meadows
said, "Father |ohn was very
understanding about every
thing. One of the moat powerful
things I remember him saying
[was] that he was tired of people
saying this was done out of
God's will, but this wasn't
God's will, tins WM evil. People
keep asking 'why would Cod
do this?' and he didn't do it.
That clarified ■ lot of things in
my mind," she said.
Many students looked
within themselves for comfort, reflecting on the attacks
with the help of their own
faith and finding comfort

and security.
Raised in the Jewish faith,
sophomore Maya Lawrence
looks to the strength of her
EsiuYf history for comfort. "I
felt like anyone else felt when I
heard of the attacks," she said.
"I was scared and didn't know
what to do. My faith helped me
cope by knowing that things
have happened to us in the
past and we always made it
through. America is a very
strong country, and if the Jews
could do it (55 years ago), I
knew America could do it — no

matter what"
Sophomore Andy Weymouth
said, 'The terrorists' intentions
were to instill fear within the
minds of Americans, and I was

reluctant to allow them to force
t. ii into my mind. I think that the
USA as a whole has responded in
the most positive way, we are
determined not to let these
actions get us down, and we will
prevail as a whole. It is awesome
to see that so many pe»>ple are
turning to Cod and looking for
ansjwen and comfort from him "
Other views
Not all students turned to
religion for answers. "I didn't
need much of anyone helping
me to get through |il|," senior
Allison Swanson said. "There
was a lot of talking in classes,
but that was kind of annoying
since I just wanted to get on
with class. I suppose the way

people who are religious feel is
that God makes) things happen It's like they're blaming a
horrible even! on something
they shouldn't They're taking
the
responsibility off the
hijackers and putting onto a
higher being "
Senior Jaime Meermans
said, "I think that people who
looked at this- MUgiOUS.) .ire
looking for excuses <>t what
happened. I think that bad
ihmgs happened to good people, and it's just m the general
scheme of things 1 think thev're
all trying to say that this is ,ill
part of .i master plan, and I
don't think that at all. IfSalmost
like people are doing this
because thov think that it I pr.u

and become virtuous, stuff like
this won't happen to me.'
There's no way to protect ourselves from something like this
I really appreciated the professors that said that this is a horrible thing that's happened and
they went on with class and
school. We need normalcy and
to know that things are still
structured in our lives is what's
really good."
The next article in "The
faith Tile*" uill examine the
pfnM of Muslim students Ht
tight of religious discrimination
reported in SIMM peril of the
country and inquire hole their
faith has been impacted by the

events of Sept U

Do you smell a news story? Or maybe you just need to take a shower ... Either way, call Richard,
Lindsay and James at the News desk and help clarify the funk.
x8-6699 or x8-8041
Give The Gift Of Friendship

If ( on i peer

The Compeer Program provides trained
Volunteers to work with Individuals
diagnosed with a
mental illness in a mentor role.

Q

Volunteers end FHenrJs antsy iKany benefits:
• A new friendship
■ Increase In socialisation
■ Knowledge that you are making a BIX difference
. Great training and learning about mental Illness and
the oeapla It affects

SU.IIIM!
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE
Freefall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles high
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S^fa+VA

JMU discounts

from our 22 Jumper

Call today to learn how a little bit of time
can make a BIG difference!

Wet) fit*: http://horne.rice.net/

Compeer A"O has a partnership witti f*st Suo wovaif e IW
dents **n tramed volunteer mentors Time commitment ranges
horn 1-4 hours per *eefc end f*om 4 weeks to one school yeai

Tel: 434 5219

1 (877) DIVE SKY

aircraft on your first skydive!

com poor

(540)943-6587

Email: compeer&'rlca.net
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348-3759

compete information is on www.skydiveorange.com

Win $1000 in Spring Tuition!
Alpha Kappa Psi-Tuition Raffle
$l/ticket, Available from 8-5 at:
Showker Lobby 10/16 & 10/24
IS AT Lobby
10/22
10/15
Warren Patio
Sponsored by Highlawn Pavilion, Regal Cinema and Red Lobster
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College Rock with 2 of
J.M.U.s very own

Angel Tears
& "Shades of Me"

FREE MOVIE POSTERS
Tuesday, October 16
10:00 PM

Checkout

CINEMAX.com
tor movies, games
Grafton-Stovall Theatre
and prizes!

Pick up FREE panel
at thi door
Limited Seating
First Come Firet Serve
Presented by
Unnrarsty Program Bofl/d
Movie Hotbne ^40-548-6773
wwwupo org

($5.00 cover)
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"Contrary to popular
belief, college is not just
a time of for partying
and hanging out."
JEFFCRETZ

junior
see story, page 9
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Purchases eventually will benefit campus
It may seem like a routine investment, but JMU's
consideration to purchase
Blue Ridge Hall and the
Whitesel Bros, building on
Grace Street will have a
more-than-routine effect on
JMU students.
Blue Ridge Hall has
housed scores of frustrated
residents in the past. The
distance from the west side
of campus is nothing less
than inconvenient. The bus
is a popular but often unfavorable mode of transportation to the rest of campus.
The purchase of Blue
Ridge Hall will eliminate this
concern, as it will be used as
instructional clinics and programs for the Department of
Health and Human Services,
according to Vice President
for Administration and
Finance Charles King in
the Oct. 11 edition of
The Breeze.
Space for residents will
be compensated with 180
beds as Gifford Hall
reopens next fall. This
could be a problem, however, considering Blue
Ridge Hall had a room
capacity that allowed for

217 students.
Considering
nothing
has changed Desides the
residence nails in question.
on-campus housing will be
37 beds short of this year's
total. This does not sound
promising, because freshmen on campus had to
triple
their
64
double rooms
this
year,

basket. Two main factors
could prove disastrous. First
is the unpredictable growth
of our student body. me second is the Board of Visitors'
recent announcement for the
So ahead on Phase III of the
luestone area renovations.
These changes include the
renovation of
several residence halls

Director
of
Residence Life
Jim McConnell, said in the
Oct. 11 issue that only 40
percent of students return to
campus each year, and that
figure allows the facilitation
of housing all students
wanting to live on campus.
McConnell also made the
disclaimer that all freshmen
will have a place on campus,
but transfer students would
not be given on-campus
rooms if there is not enough
space
Residence life should not
be putting all its eggs in one

as
Gifford
currently is
unavailable
■9?
for the same
reasons. JMU may not be
able to afford the loss of
room space with the purchase ot Blue Ridge Hall. If it
is purchased, it looks as if
temporary arrangements
may have to be made.
The purchase of the
Whitesel Bros, building
seems to be a win-win situation from
all
angles.
Relocating all art studios
from Harrison and Logan
Halls and the studio on
South Main to the Whitesel
building and Duke Mall will

according to Residence life should
an article in
me August 30 not be putting all itS
edition of The
'
Breeze
eggs
in
one basket.
Senior

r'-j
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"Great things are in the
making for the art
department, but they will
take time."
see house editorial, below

LEE CRANDELL
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

War necessary
to stop terrorism

WHY

HOUSE

15, 20011 THE

give more room to the
space-starved art department. The purchase also will
keep students closer to campus by bringing an end to
the long commutes to the
studio on North Main Street.
The road ahead for the art
department upgrade could
be a long one, however. The
Oct. 11 article says the
Whitesel building needs a
great deal of renovation, and
no time frame was specified
for the completion of the
project. The same article
explains that Duke Hall is
expected to have an addition built, but the process
will take up to 10 years and
over $24 million to complete.
Great things are in the making for the art department,
but they will take time.
Acquiring Blue Ridge
Hall is likely to evoke
mixed emotions concerning
resident placement and
convenience issues. On the
other hand, the art department is desperate to take
what space it can find, and
the Wnitesel building can
serve the purpose of space
until (and in addition to)
the Duke addition.

At first, the war on terrorism
seems like a noble thing. Who
wouldn't be against terrorism
except the terrorists and those
who share their interests? Then
it struck me that maybe the war
on terrorism is just a way to
sound noble. After all, everyone
in America seems to be for a war
on terrorism except those who
actively seek peace. The idea
sounded good to me at first, too
— war against terrorism worldwide. The age of fascism is over,
the cold war is over, now it's terrorism. Then it struck me that
the war on terrorism sounds
good simply because the word
"terrorism" sounds bad. A war
can be noble, but can terrorism
be noble?
There is no concise definition
for terrorism, but the FBI defines
it as, "the unlawful use of force
or violeiKe against persons or
property to intimidate or coerce
a government the civilian population, or any segment thereof, in
furtherance of political or sociaS
objectives." When you really
consider it, what is the difference
between war and terrorism?
Some people claim that terrorism is not done in an open
and declared manner, like war,
but this is not usually true. Most
terrorist organizations want to
claim credit for their actions (or
even others' actions) in order to
show their power. A possible
qualifier for war is that it
involves governments recognized by the world; however,
this is not the case in a civil war.
War is carried out by a powerful
organization, whereas terrorism
is carried out by a less powerful
organization. Both involve
fighting, fear, surprise attacks
and the deaths of innocent people. The main difference is that
small, less powerful organizations must take different
approaches in their attacks. A
good example of this is the
unconventional fighting tactics
used by the Americans m the
Revolutionary War.
So I propose that "terrorism"
is simply a demeaning term for
war. It takes away any idea that
there is any sanity behind the
fighting. It allows us to lessen an
act of war to an irrational act of
aggression. Terrorism is not so
much a description of an act as it
is a description of what we think
of that act.
When we speak of a "war on
terrorism." we essentially are
speaking of a war on war
Consider the idea of "war on

war" seriously for a moment
The idea is contradictory. But
here is the frightening part of it
all. In order to stop these wars,
which we classify as terrorism.
we must take sides. Whose side
will we take? Well, terrorism is
the act of a less-powerful group
against a more-powerful group,
so we will take the side of the
more-powerful group.
To
understand the scope of a war
on terrorism, just consider the
disputes in Ireland, the Basque
in Spain and France and the
more visible problem in
Jerusalem. Is it our position to
involve ourselves in these conflicts, to squash the small groups
fighting for a cause? We need to
choose our words carefully and
be wary of deception. Not all
terrorism is aimed at us, and not
all terrorism is necessarily bad,
just as not all war is bad.
Terrorism is not our enemy; our
enemies are those who are
against us.
I have a deeper point apart
from the political concerns. It
seems true that "one man's terrorist is another man's freedom
fighter." We must understand
this in order to understand why
the terrorists would do what
they do.
If we simply play everything
off as an irrational "act of terrorism," then we don't really leam
about their motives. But it is
essential that we understand
their motives if we would like to
stop future terrorism. We must
be willing to look at ourselves in
the same way they look at us for
just a moment for how can we
judge them as right or wrong
unless we know their motives?
How can we justifiably say
that terrorism is wrong if our
country began through something that might now resemble
terrorism? The central question
in understanding these issues is
whether killing can ever be justified. If you don't believe
killing is ever justified, then you
are a pacifist. We can only sit
and watch ourselves get picked
off one by one and lose to a
world of nonpaciflsts, or we can
withdraw ourselves from the
world so that we don't offend
anyone, in which case we may
be guilty of a crime just a bad as
killing — standing by and doing
nothing while others are being
killed and oppressed by their
own governments and their
neighbors. But if you believe
N'C
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Student finds reason
to fight terrorism
To the Editor
I think of myself as a normal JMU student. I am an
active member of the student
body, participate in JMU
events and organizations and
enjoy the university experience
very much, I come from an
upper-middle class family that
has not really had to struggle
much, like many other students here. Death and destruction were the last thing on my
mind. On Sept. 11, however,
my life was changed forever. I
directly was affected by the
events of that day. I didn't just
feel bad for what was happening to my country, but rather
my life has changed forever
My father worked on the 82nd
floor of the World Trade Center
for the past 13 years, day in
and day out. We were the people you saw on television,
holding signs to see if anyone
had seen my father, sharing in
the grief of thousands of others
who felt our same pain. We
knew though, that he wouldn't
be corning home.
As I try to keep up on the
news at JMU since withdrawing from the semester to be
with my family, I find it quite
discouraging that anyone
would be against military
action to find the people
behind this horrific act. I am
certainly not for the killing of
any more innocent people. But

I am for the capture of the men
behind the murder of my
father, by any means necessary.
People have to realize that this
was an attack on our country
and the many freedoms we
enjoy, the most deliberate
attack in history. I do not want
to deny your right to protest,
but next time you want to
assemble on the commons or
elsewhere to protest military
action — maybe take a trip out
of the bubble we call JMU and
see for yourself the Pentagon
and lower-Manhattan in shambles, to see what evil really is.
Maybe if your father's remains
were buried under the thousands of tons of debris of the
World Trade Center, you may
just feel the same.
Daniel Thompson
junior, marketing

Columbus was not
founder of Americas
To the Editor
I wish to respond to senior
Michael NfanSalzen's lettrr in the
Oct. 11 issue The Breeze in which
he suggests that JMU should not
hold classes on Columbus Day
in order to better honor
Christopher Columbus.
1 intend no disparagement
of VonSalzen or of ItalianAmericans, but I want to point
out that, perhaps, Columbus is
not so worthy of honor as
some might think.
First, America was not

"found" by Columbus, as
claimed
by
VonSalzen.
Columbus was merely, and
only probably, the first
European to visit a hemisphere already inhabited by
nearly 100 million people living in diverse, sophisticated
cultures. Second, Columbus
was not responsible for "the
founding of our great country." That was the work of
Thomas Jefferson, James
Madison and others in 1776.
Third, I understand neither
how honoring an Italian
explorer who sailed for
Spain's monarchy for economic reasons will show "the
rest of the world we are still
united," nor how VonSalzen
can equate Columbus with
Martin Luther King Jr. King
worked for liberty, freedom
and equality. Columbus
enslaved indigenous peoples
for economic gain. We would
do well to remember that
Columbus was not looking for
a new world, but for a quicker
way to the East in order to
make trade more profitable.
His "finding" of this hemisphere was an accident.
Also an accident was the
way that America earned its
name. As VonSalzen points out
America was named after
Italian explorer Amerigo
Vespucci, who also sailed for
Spain. Martin Waldseemuller, a
German map maker, came to
believe that Vespucci was the
first European to visit the new

world after reading a letter purportedly written by Vespucci
but that was in actuality a forgery. Waldseemuller suggested
the name in 1507, and it eventually became common.
It is possible, however, that
Vespucci was the first
European to set foot on the
continental new world, if one
ignores the likelihood that the
Norse did so hundreds of year
earlier, and the first European
to visit South America. He also
is credited with developing
significant improvements in
the navigation techniques of
his time. But like Columbus,
Vespucci discovered nothing,
his motives were economic
and he too enslaved indigenous peoples.
It was not my intent to
destroy the reputations of
Columbus or Vespucci, and I
do not think I have, for they
were products of their time —
no better or worse than most.
However, I also don't think
they did anything in relation to
our country for which they
should be honored. True, it
took courage to sail across the
Atlantic, but their motives
were not to increase human
understanding, knowledge or
liberty but to increase their personal and their adopted country's wealth. Not evil motives,
to be sure, but certainly not
worthy of honor. I'm sorry it
was "downright hurtful [for
fee UTTERS, page 9
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TopiC: What did you
have to hide from
your pareiltS when

Darts

Aim & AIM are submitted anonymntsly
and printed an a space-available basis.
\nhmtwioin are based upon one persons
• ,i funi Mtiuitmn. pemm or exent
anil da not necessarily reflect the truth.

sLABZDA/«ff^«,f^-r they came in this weekend?
"My pink hair."

"Nothing.
My
parents are dull."

Allison Miracco

Chris Britton

senior. SMAD

senior, graphic design

"/ had to hide my
roommate's piercings
on his eyebrow and
left ear."

Will Chow
freshman, biology

n

"My parents don't
care. They didn't even
bother to slunv up."

Logan Leichtman

A "thank-you-for-serenadingme-onmy-birthday" pat to the brothers of Theta
Chi You made my 21st truly memorable.
Soil in by n huge admirer that loved the gesture and wants yon to know that this "foxy"
liulu that tall never lose that loving feeling.

Dart...
An "l'm-on-to-you" dart to the
groundskeepers who always seem to strategically place the sprinklers so they water
more than the grass.
Sent in hi a tophomort who doesn't appreciate the secotul shouvr on her way to class.

Dart...
A "welcome-Kxollege-so-lets-grow-upnow" dart to the two freshmen in my class
who can't seem to stop yapping about
superficial things such as who should and
should not wear thongs.
Sent in by an annoyed senior who isn't
happy about having to take the class anyway, let
alow listen to the sound of your voices.

Pat...
A "congrats-on-your-accomplishment"
pat to Karen Ford, a social work professor,
for being named Virginia Social Work
Kducatorof the Year
Sent in by a proud colleague.

freshman, business

War against terrorism: the fight to win
WAR. from page 7
killing cm sometimes be justified, as In war. then how can
we judge when it is or isn't? If
you believe in a natural law.
then we can claim that "we"
are right and "they" are wrong.
Or we sometimes may rind
ourselves in the wrong, in

Pat...

Pats

H-mad darts and pats to brcczcdp@hoimail.com

which case we would be in
need of change, and a war
would be that much more atrocious. If you don't believe in an
objective right and wrong, then
you must believe that we can
only act out of our own selfinterest, not on an idea of right
and wrong, for right and
wrong would be subjective.

It is important to have the
tools to equip ourselves against
terrorism. We must be willing
to open our minds and under
stand things we may not want
to confront. And W€ must have
a moral defense if we want to
say terrorism is wrong.
Lee Crandt'll U a wtior
English major.

Pat...
A "people-like-you-make-the-world-aplace" pat to the girl in Dingledine
Hall who found my |AC card .ind took the
time to look me up and call me so I could
git it back.
MUT

Soil i" bu i MMim taphomort who is
fateful that she didn't have to pay $10 for a
. \rd.

Dart...
A "leamto-walk-faster" dart to the selfish student who wrote in complaining
about bus space.
Soil in by a student who obviously did not
receive this year's Harrisonburg Transit etiquette book and foolishly thought the buses were

far everyone.

'Heaven?
EveryStudent.com
^ we world is full of healing if you know where to find it.

in operation: 24/7
The CARE helpline is designed to assist students who have been directly or indirectly
affected by sexual assault.
All CARE volunteers that take calls on the helpline have gone through an extensive 30 hour
training period and are extremely well qualified to handle calls. More importantly, they are
incredibly compassionate and truly want to help as many students as possible.

Find comfort in healing....
ANYONE can call the helpline.
■ Regardless of whether it was you who was assaulted or someone you know.
■ Regardless of whether it happened last night, last month, or fifteen years ago.
■ Regardless of whether you know exactly why you are calling or you just want to talk to
someone who will listen.

All helpline calls are confidential.
"You who see, tell others."
If you are interested in training to volunteer for the CARE helpline applications are available
outside the CARE office in Taylor Down Under room 101H. Applications are due by October
31st at noon. If you have any questions or concerns contact Emily Noto at notoeb@jmu.edu.
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AStudent says university needs some change
I'll be graduating in two
years, and perhaps some
of the things I have to say
might be changed by then. So
I guess this is more for the
people who have not yet
entered JMU. Members of
our administration are making decisions to make this
university the best of its kind
in the entire country. A
worthwhile goal? Definitely.
Realistic goal? Only to a certain degree.
While nothing would
make me than happier to say,
with confidence that I graduated from one of the topnotch universities in the
country, I need to be honest.
We've got some work to do.
Everyone has something to
contribute to aid the growth
of our university.
One way to place in
national rankings is to offer
more courses. No doubt

about it. Which school is
more attractive to I prospective student? The university
with 2,500 classes or the one
with 250? While I understand the reasons, I disagree
with the methods. Model the
class after an existing class
at another university and
make sure students learn
what the class intends for
them to learn.
Contrary
to
popular
belief, college is not just a
time for partying and hang
ing out. All of us came here
to learn something. As students, it is our responsibility
to show interest in what our
professors have to say. Many
times, I've seen students,
myself included , pack up
camp before the professor
finished speaking, neglecting
to catch the last three minutes of lectures. I understand
that sometimes we have

classes on the other side of
campus and only 15 minutes
to hustle to them. But the last
words of those lectures
might change your outlook.
How
many
have
known
someone
who, just the semester before he or she was to
graduate, learned of some
introductory class they were
supposed to take to fulfill
graduation requirements? A
certain burden of responsibility lies with the student,
but
with
requirements
changing every year and
prerequisites
constantly
being altered, how do students ensure that they will
graduate on time? Professors
.ul u advisors, but we, as
the students, need more.
We've got an online class
registration system that has
worked fairly well for us.
Why doesn't the school

implement some sort of
interface where students can
go online and see exactly
what classes and what prerequisites are needed? It
makes sense. I don't want to
have to stay an extra semester because I just realized
that I was missing a physical
education requirement.
ISAT certainly has put
JMU on the map. Cuttingedge technology will do that.
But we must remember how
JMU grew. Liberal arts was
JMU's focal point since its
beginning. As I take classes
in Jackson and Harrison
halls, the environments of
the buildings make me think
back to what it must have
been like in the 1970s. Zane
Showker and ISAT have nice
swively chairs, projection
machines, new carpeting,
computers in every room
and an aura that says "we are

the future."
Sitting in my history class
in the basement of Jackson
Hall, I see a broken collection
of maps, the lone piece of
equipment (a partially working projector) and drapes
that are a putrid eyesore.
Our professor has to push
thumb tacks in the wall to
hang up his own map that he
brings to class. Share the
wealth. While the Quad
looks beautiful to passers-by,
major work is needed to the
buildings surrounding it.
These are just a few
small changes that I
would like to see.
We've got some work, folks.
And I believe it's worth it.
Jeffrey Cretz is a junior
SMAD major who wished more
bus routes ran to the Modular
Building to alleviate the walking pains of so many SMAD
majors without ears

Like to sleep in on
Sunday mornings?

BKKK/.K

LETTERS
TO THE
EDITOR
IJiTTERS.from page 7
VonSalzenJ to try and sit
through class on Columbus
Day," but I think his loyalties
might be misplaced. Holidays
should be reserved for those
who, like King, worked to
decrease human suffering or
increase liberty and equality.
This might include Italian
American like Rudolph W.
(.iuli.ini, who, despite being
ill, worked tirelessly to restore
New York both physically and

emotionally. Others might

include
Italian-Americans
William Paca and Caesar
Rodney, who signed the
Declaration of Independence,
01 I itippo Mazzie, Jefferson's
neighbor, whose writings on
liberty influenced both George
Mason
and
Jefferson.
Compared to these men, and
many other men and women,
Columbus and Vespucci pale.
Dr. Kenneth K. Wright
Writing Program

COME
AS
YOU ARE

Spending the
weekend away?
Third shift keeping
you from church?

we throw all kinds of

[obstacles] at you.
tuition isn't one of them.
Sura, we'll have you climbing walls But <f you quality for
a 2- or 3-year scholarship, tuition's one obstacle you won't
have to worry aoout. Talk to an Army ROTC rep. AnQ get a
leg up on your future

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

i

Get what you deserve!
Contact MAJ Love at 568-3633

Casual • Caring • Contemporary Worship
6:30 p.m. every Sunday
Beginning October 7
Nursery Provided

FIRST
PRESBYTERIAN
ON
COURT SQUARE
www.l1rstpre.shbg.org 434-6551

*A step above student kou

Study Abroad Programs in

XXX BIOLOGY xxx
for Spring and Summer 2002
Biological Research:
Field Studies in Tasmania

Natural History Studies:
Galapagos Islands & Ecuador

Biology 497A (2 credits)

Biology 325G (3 credits)

January 2 -18,2002

May 18 * June 2,2002

Explore Tasmania, Australia
white learning about ecology,
aquaculture, biology, geology,
history, Aboriginal culture, and
much more

Visit the Galapagos archipelago
and Mainland Ecuador and see
first-hand iguanas, blue-footed
boobies, penguins, and giant
tortoises

Dr. Daniel A. Wubah
Sheldon 109 - 568-3508
wubahda@jmu.edu

Dr. Conley K. McMullen
Burruss 205 -- 568-3805
mcmullck@jmu.edu

Pheasant 'Run •fownhomes
Email: pheasant@pheasantrun.net
Web: www.pheasantrun.net
Stop by Mon-Fri 10am-5pm or
call 801-0660

19

Sponsored by the JMU Office of International Programs
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LIFESTYLES

CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday — There .ire .i tew hopes and dreams hanging around in your subconM ions, right? Something you promised yourself that you'd do? This isn't easy, or you
would have done it bv now. This year, take action.

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

you already have what's most important.
Tonight, remind each other of that.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22)

Today is a 7 - Did you wrestle with chal—mItngtt -ill last night, in your sleep?
fl^_i You may have wok- up exhaustJ^^ vd. bu* here's the good news: You
won \.HV. trv to remember how
you did it.

Today is a 7 - There are several projects
you need to finish before starting
a new one. You'll have patience
I ior tin- di'tails now. You might to
avoid answering the phonr
Soothing music is also recommended.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
IIH1.IV b m H - Shopping, travel and
. romance are all favored again.
Jj^^j Visit .i place you've never visilix.
QZW be tore, to find something you've
long sought. Look for treasures in
the antique stores ,irul flea markets of an
unfamiliar neighborhood.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 - At first you may panic when
t,
.* things don't go as planned. You
may fear that the problems you're
most worried about will come true.
But that's not the way it turns out.
A friend helps vou find what you need.
Relax.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

Today is an 8 - Did you know that the
mind is only a small part of who
> you really an?? Your actions and
feelings are part of you as well,
' and those are what count most
now let your mind have the day off.

*

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Ibdaj is ■ 7 Ybu and .> deaf friend or
close relative need time to talk It
von haw .i household project to
' work on together, that could be
your excuse. Funny how the
lightweights disappear at the mention of
work. That gives you the privacy you
want.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 - Continue to express your
^ creativity, but not just for the fun
a^^) of it. Artists have to eat. too. Ifs
^^^OK to be paid for your work.
Your work has to be worth the
money, though. Nobody's going to pay
you for shoddy craftsmanship. Details
matter.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22)
Today is an 8 - Don't let a disagreement
* aug with a loved one over money get
~^Wl you down. You can find *.i way to
M^ get whatever you need Besides,

4&;

Today is a 7 - A critical person's advice
• isn't necessarily what you wanted
j^ftf to hear, but it could help you make
^^^b more money. Money may not be
high on your list of pnorities, but
it s nice to have.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 - There are all sorts of minor
annoyances today, but the overall
A*k
outcome is positive. Knowing
f^j^T that, you can he confident when
^® tackling a tough job. It's better to
take a journey later rather than earlier, so
don't rush.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 6 - A quiet corner, a cup of tea
Rand paperwork. Perhaps this isn't
your favorite way to spend free
time, but it's necessary. You'll
have patience with the details,
and that always helps.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 - You have plenty of points to
..
ponder. How will you ever
af^^ decide? Do the reading and ask an
^J expert. Then, follow your heart.
That never fails.
—Tribune Media Services

ACROSS
1 Discontinue
5 Island off
Venezuela
10 Slight
14 Day division
15 Involving
punishment
16 First-class
17 Twist together
19 Cincinnati nine
20 Small flute
21 Sitcom sample
22 Mazes
26 Mineral springs
resorts
28 Bleak, poetically
29 Easy as
32 Share top billing
35
mater
36 Pigeon sound
37 CIA's
predecessor
38 Blotches of color
40 Pro's opposite
41 Half a fly?
42 "A Death in the
Family" aulhor
43 Repair again
45 Knight or Turner
46 Eager desires
48 Exxon, once
49 Early spring
bloomers
52 Type of fever?
55 Public sale
58 Slightly open
59 Unconquerable
62 Chums
63 Fencer's thrust
64 Vale students
65 Way out
66 Holiest of
cheeses?
67 Tear
DOWN
Transport
Author Morrison
Defeated easily
Molded
beforehand
In a proper way
Phrase anew
Sex or cycle
lead-m
8 Prohibit
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUES PUZZLE:

9
10
11
12
13
18
21
23
24
25
26
27
29
30
31
33
34
39
44
47

Pub choice
Bombay wraps
Christmas carol
Loosen, as a knot
Most
advantageous
Holdup
Meaningful
sequence of
words
With a lot of
anger
17th-century
actress Gwyn
More docile
"Ivanhoe" aulhor
Sheriff's band
Easily reached
Blessings
Residential unit
Female warrior of
mylh
Mudd or Moore
Oolong and
pekoe
More pithy
Blemishes
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57 Snug retreat
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•|>Now Leasing^
• Extra Capacity WasL
Tjryersin every apa^fH^

(Located off Neff Avenue
on Sunchase Drive)

442-4! III

*0t- Visit the Sunchase Leasing Center with Your Group and
1
—' Reserve your Housing for the 2002-2003 School Year!
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PACK 11
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Focus

CHRISTINE RYANVammfcuwijj phimvmpher

During the JMU football gam* against the University of Richmond Saturday, students, parents and the Duke Dog family show their JMU spirit. The JMU football game Is a popular event for
Parent's Weekend.

^Treat the

Parents

Ml UNAS MOSKKiMlin „.„,., ,**,, ,.„,ii, ■

Sharing the college
expreience with parents this
past weekend proved no
sweat for most JMU students.
The weekend kicked off Friday
night with a '50s grooves concert
at Wilson Hall. The packed concert gave students and parents a
chance to bond while dancing to
the oldies.
Saturday's events began with
the Godwin Field Festival followed by the JMU football game
against the University of
Richmond. Students entertained
parents with tailgabng, JMU spirit
and food while watching the
Dukes play an exciting game

1

i !^

against the Spiders.
After an eventful afternoon at
Godwin Stadium, Gibbons Hall
held a gala dinner for students
and parents. Following dinner
were several performances by
JMU dance and theater students
at Theatre II and Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre.
Other events scattered through
the weekend included academic
tours, Carrier Library book sale,
arboretum tours and various art
exhibits.
Parent's Weekend 2001 was
jam-packed with tons of events,
giving students an opportunity to
bond and catch up with family.
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Before the JMU football
game Saturday, Randy
Harper, above left, grilled
hot dogs with his daughter
at the tailgate party In front
of Godwin Stadium.

During Saturday's X-treme
Team Open Rock Climb at
UREC, Loyd Cohan, left,
father of freshman Amelia
Cohen, attempts to conquer
the wall.

JMU held Godwin Held
Festival, above, before the
football game In honor of
Parent's Weekend. In addition to lots of food and fun.
field-goers were entertained
with music from the Blue
Suede band.
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20 West Water St.
downtown Harrisonburg

Mon-Fri 12-8 Sat 11-6

433-5550
Call for directions

Box Set)

Next week: UicubusTBusn,"Dave Mathews (live),
DMX, CranberrieB, fiiifma (Beet)

TOI

Are you...
o PluiOMAreD ?

Sporty?

StyM?

Artistic?
Work for The Breezel Call X86127
UP-TO-DATE:

MONDAY, OCT.

more at
www.buybuddy.ami

>- Surf in' safari
Need help surfing through
the sea of sites? Web site
reviews capture some zany,
humorous and useful pages.
Paca 14

w
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"There is very rarely a day
thai we have scheduled time
without a massage."
LORI MAYS

UREC massage therapist
Mt story below

Marketing
U.S. tragedy
BY ANN GERHART

the Washington Post
The war on terrorism h.id
hardly begun when the United
Front for Frippery (or some
name like that) was pitching in
to do its part.
Plastic Surgery Associates in
Mcl#an announced: "In keeping with the spirit of President
Bush's message to return to
business, we are continuing our
monthly seminars."
Let's Give America a Lift! If
guided bombs don't demoralize
the Taliban, have at 'em with
your new cruise missile bosom!
Escada, a luxe fashion house,
is bringing us a "Stars and
Stripes'' collection, clothing that
offers, according to the press kit,
"a mix of wit and charm, accented with rhinestonesand sequins
— what the American woman
uses to make her dreams of km
domcome true."
Ad after ad and public relations pitch after pitch has tumbled forth in the past month,
using moral rectitude and chinup perseverance to sell everything from cars to fashion to
personal services to social outings to home products.
"This will be the first blacktie gala to be held since the horrible tragic events," touted a
release about the National
Hispanic Foundation for the
Arts gala in Washington.
"Urged by President George W.
Bush, Secretary of State Colin
Powell and Mayor Rudy
Giuliani to move the country
forward," the release read, "and
in salute of American resolve
and resilience," the event
would proceed as scheduled.
Let's Keep the Champagne
Rowing!
Former Labor Secretary
Robert Reich dubbed such
exhortations "market patriotism" and found them "a strange
kind of sacrifice: continue the
binge we've been on for years."
To that end, flag-waving fervor has spread throughout
marketing.
Sometimes, it's graphic. The
stars and stripes appear all over
the place — across the chest of
Ralph Lauren models, in the
backdrop of Tommy Hilfiger
ads, available for sale on the
Internet, with a portion of the
proceeds benefiting some
vague group of "victims."
The brisk October air has
pedestrians shivering, but the
brazen mannequins in the window at the Bikini Shop on 15th
Street NW in Washington, D.C.
are showing off only Old Glory.
Often this market patriotism
is astonishingly overt for an
advertising industry that long
ago embraced subtlety and
mood to gin up sales. "Keep
America Strong." ordered the
New York Sports Club gym
chain, offering flabby would-be
homeland protectors discounted rates and passing on some
proceeds to relief funds.
The big three automakers all
are offering zero-percent financing to "Keep America Rolling,"
as General Motors' new slogan
heralds
"On Sept. II, the world as
we knew it came to a halt.'' a
recent GM ad reads. "We sat
glued to our televisions,
watching events unfold that
shook us to our very core.
And suddenly, the little
things that had previously
divided us seemed wholly
insignificant."
Apparently, a V-8 pickup
truck is not one of those little
things, because with no interest
payments for several months,

M Kit American can't afford one?
The auto campaigns make
"my
jaw
drop,"
said
Advertising Age columnist Bob
< .artield. "What the hell is th>
matter with these people that
they believe they have every
right to have the autumn 6,000dead saleabration?"
"It's just gross to sell your
products on the graves of these
victims and their families. You
expect that sort of thing from
marginal companies that make
fUgl for sale on the Internet"
Carfield said.
"The president said we've
got to keep the economy
going, so we're trying to spur
111—," GM spokesman Craig
Fppling was quoted as saving
last week. "We want people to
git away from the TV and get
back to buying."
In the first week after the
attack, some companies with
regular print contracts replaced
their advertising text with messages of condolence. That was
followed by both print and television ads from corporations
and countries expressing grief
and horror But when corporations decided to get back to the
business of burnishing their
own images and moving the
economy forward, several did
so in self-congratulatory terms.
Anheuser-Busch, for instance,
bragged about its own donation to a victims' fund, then
suggested
how
ordinary
Americans might make similar
contributions
"And from there," Garfield
said, "it has mutated to heinous
marketing programs built
around the nation's emotions in
this tragedy"
T.istefulness is "the number
one question that everybody is
worrying about." said Kathleen
Lewton, head of the 20,000member
Public
RelationSociety of America. She advises
members to be "overly sensitive
and back off from something
that might be perceived as leveraging a tragedy ... People get
your message. They don't need
to have a flag waved in front of
their eyes."
Some in the fashion and
baauty industry are among (he
most blithely tone-deaf. Among
the many, many ways we havt
to "move forward:"
—Trisha Yearwood and Procter
& Gamble launching the promotion of a "Bring Out the
Baauttful You" program.
—Purchasing Charisma bed
and bath products from the
Company Store catalogue.
— Shaving our legs (women) or
our heads (men) with a new
speed razor that allowed the
inventor's wife to swipe her gams
clean in 16 seconds on a Houston
television talk show, a razor that
could also power "profits to
needy organizations," the release
promises, "as soon as we can
obtain investor funding and
move into mass production.''
God Bless America, and
God Bless Fscada. which is
bravely trudging forward next
month to open a new Fifth
Avenue flagship boutique. Its
windows will gleam with the
rockets' red glare, apparently,
as well as "rivets, stars of
Swarovski crystal, rhinestonestudded fringe and paillettes"
on white stretch jeans and Tshirts. and an explosion of
patriotic ecstasy in suits and
bikinis whose retail price surely will exceed the annual
income of a dozen impoverished Afghan nomads.
These are difficult times, and
they call for difficult measures
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Patriotism Is the hottest concept on the market. A shop In
downtown Washington, D.C. displays star-spangled suits.

CHANITA STEWART, imlnbulmi ,-.*.«„<rop*,r
YogaFIt programs at UREC combine stretching, meditation and breathing exercises aimed toward mental and physical balance.

Fit for a

J~

THike

UREC massage and yoga programs
offer students royal fitness treatment
BY JENNIFER SIKORSKI

senior writer
Do midterms have you
stressed out? Need a midsemester pick-me-up? University Recreation's recently
implemented massage and
YogaFit programs could be just
what you need to unwind.
Massage Program
UREC's massage program
offers two styles — Swedish
and sports. According to the
Web site www.jmutdulrecrealion/grpfilness/massages.shlml, a
Swedish massage is "a collection of techniques that uses
pressure and strokes on muscles. The muscles are rubbed in
the same direction as the flow of
blood returns to the head.'' The
sports massage is for athletes
and focuses on the muscles
worked in their activities.
Before receiving the massage, an extensive health history
form that details any injuries,
health problems or muscle soreness must be filled out. The
massage therapist goes over the
form and tailors the massage
according to the information.
"I'll focus on whatever their
request is, where they have the
most tension," massage therapist Lori Mays said. "If someone
says '1 just want a full-body
massage' and I sense muscle
tension during the massage, I'll
spend more time in that area."
After reviewing the health
history form, the therapist
shows the customer the massage studio: a small, dark room.

Mystical flute music accompanied by a desk-sized babbling
brook create a tranquil atmosphere At this point, the therapist exits the room to allow the
customer to undress to whatever degree he or she feels comfortable. You can strip down to
your skivvies or wear a tank
top. The therapist will not touch
whatever areas remain clothed.
After undressing, the client
climbs onto the table and
under the full sheet. To help
people feel as comfortable as
possible, they remain covered
by the sheet at all times, except
for the area currently being
worked on. The therapist reenters the room and begins the
massage. Main-taining an
open communication at all
times, the therapist regularly
inquires about the level of
relaxation and the amount of
pressure used at certain times.
During the massage, the
therapist focuses on one muscle
group at a lime, such as the
back, arms and hands or neck.
He or she varies the technique
used, at one point kneading
with fingers and then using
long, sweeping strokes.
After the massage's conclusion, the therapist leaves the
room to allow privacy for
redressing. The therapist then
meets with the customer to tell
him or her about any muscular tension they noticed. The
therapist also advises consuming a lot of water following
the massage to clear toxins
from the system.

CHANITA STEWARTv.*imAu(in* phoiu/crapher

UREC's professional massage therapists are ready to help
students release muscle tension from school-related stress.
Since its inception last
between the male therapist,

February, the massage program
has received positive feedback
from students. "There is very
rarely a day that we have scheduled time without a massage,"
Mays said. "We have been getting a wonderful response and
really good feedback. All of our
evaluations have been very positive and we have several repeat
customers."
To schedule a massage
appointment, go to the
UREC Program Registration
Desk at least 24 hours in
advance. Payment must be
made at the time of registration, and only FLEX is
accepted. According to preference, students can chose

Steve Banks, and the female
therapist, Mays. Massages
see UREC. page 14

UREC massage
$20 - half hour
$28 - 45 minutes
$35 - hour

YogaFit
$5 - one pass
$20 - five passes
$35 -15 passes
$45 - 20 passes

Autumn chill brings aromatic eats
The season is changing
and fall is in the air. In just
two weeks, the leaves have
taken on the colors of red,
orange, yellow and a deep
plum The air is chillier and
the once-cool and pleasant
breeze of summer has
changed to the blustery wind
that soon will usher in winter
We are in the true heart of
autumn — the time of year
we break out the jackets, the
flannel and the sweaters. It's
the best months for a trip to
Skyline Drive and bundling
up for football games. It's the
season for harvesting and
gathering in preparations for

the cold, barren months of
winter. So, if we're truly in
the midst of this wonderful

The
Vndergrad
Qourmet

by senior writer
Meghan Murphy
season, why wait until
Thanksgiving, when it is
almost over, to enjoy the

foods of fall? There are plenty
of pumpkins, squash, apples
and assortments of nuts and
grains to be savored now.
While I have doubts about
cooking a turkey, I know that
most of the side dishes that
we enjoy so much during
Thanksgiving aren't impossible to create and that there
are some eclectic, nontraditional fall recipes to try as
well.
Mashed sweet potatoes or
butternut squash are just as
easy to make as regular
mashed potatoes. Peel and
quarter the potatoes or
squash and place them in a
large pot of boiling water

until tender. Drain, then
place into a large bowl and
blend with butter, maple
syrup and/or brown sugar.
The amount of each ingredient will depend on the
sweetness desired. Add a
splash of milk or cream for
extra creaminess.
You know that green bean
casserole mom makes for
Thanksgiving dinner? The
one with the crunchy fried
onions on top? If you don't
already know how to make
this, don't worry. It's probably the simplest of all side
dishes. Combine canned
cream of mushroom soup
see FUN. page H
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Just mousin' around
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What sites make I/KU laugh? Whit 'lies <
with others, do the world a favor and sj

HtMl HllUW glDariati lV-.i»;n Crimp Shim in Artworks Gullcn and

thrrGallerv. "Michael BnxUk\; TVchnoir." in New Image Gallery I Mon.-Thu. B00B*8 p.m.. Fri. & Sat. noon-4 p.m.. free
I * Sawhill GaBOQ: Annual Faculty Art Exhibit. Mon -Fri. 10:30 a.m.I 4:30 p.m.. Sot & Sun. 1:30-4:30 p.m.. In |
l*O.A.S.IS pdhiys 1-AplorinR Pastels Clans. Fri. 4p.m.-6 p.m.. prr- *
1 register at O.A.S.I.S.. SlO instnii'linii. $8 materials

Hi Sti GRAINER
senior writer
ifind yMBMf >, -turning to llfclKUl UBU can? If you've got a favorite Web site that you'd like to share
(Sen.1 lUggationt tor Wtb -it,-< von i Itkt-featured to grainesd.

ivww.buybudiiy.com

wwxv.thumb.com
From the ludicrous mind of Sle)
obsession with the opposable
absurdly hilarious movie parq

JMU Svmphonv OrrhiMni. Wilson Hall. Fri. 8 p.m.. tree

nlcrt.iin!

\ppnnuKK J/5
Ease of Use I 5

\ppearance: 4
Ease of Use: 5/5

www.cddb.com

www.supe

I* Parade of Champions: $3 w/JAC/st-niors, So Ken., cull x8*656 for info
Can't remember the n.it#/of the gir
v> sings that song on the^
radio? Want to know aln the albul ,rand songs that 'N Syr
ated? Gracenote's onlinf tl~> databi
is most likely the I
lection of easily searcrMlc. c.itc^tf
music. Becau

-Tlito* *■ Dana—

fans to add album inhrii.itum then

I * The Playhouse: The S^-eret Garden." Oct. 15-21. Water Street Theater.
I $10 Ren.. S8 students and seniors, call 432-0&34 tor tickets

1

Grafton-Siovall Theatre: Thu. "Final Kantasv" Fri. & Sat. "Kissof

K Dragon.- 7 & 9:30. $2 w/ JAC
I * Regal Cinemas II: "American Pie-1/
I The (Mass House." "Hardball.'

unheard-of local bandlfnay be indel
Usefulness: 5/5

llirulils." "IWt Say a Word."

!!■ it- 0 Vl.tnlis, Mm-Ride.

MM

|VMi 0V8n the i
this J.iLih

Entertainment.

Ease of Use: 5/5

I.ise Of Use: 1/5.

wwiv.coolhomepages.co

wivw.triviaumrs.com

Sometimes you just gel boreclaid don't know what you feel like

What is the name of Homer Simpson's hjWirother? What is the
name of the diner across from the hospuyin "ER?" If you know

surfing for. Don't let that \\y you from surfing the Web.
Coolhotwpageseorn is a great nace to browse and find sites with
.litt.H'nl dtrtgM and inlerw.tiil|Mtt>i.iro.u-hi». If you have an eye

I Diaries," "Rat Race." "Rush Hour 2," "Serendipity." Training Day."
I "/oolander." Si btfcft 6 p.m.. $7.25 after. Call 434-7661

I nlirtainment: 4/5

UREC. from ptgt 13

there are plentv oli\iu„imltftfTi

Appearance: 3/5

Students must register and

for 45 minutes and $35 for

purchase passes with FLEX at
the
UREC
Program

an

pumping

I your useless knowledge.

Ill Minimum »«
I'.HIWI.IIIIIIIeiiTVS
Ease of Use: 4/5

atmosphere

relaxed

lenging Ian submitted trivia questuw^ou'll ever find. With categories ranging from movies andrfAjrvision to science and business

A(-|xarance: 4/5

than the typical UREC programs that usually entail

more

your trivia, then check out /rnwuurs rqjUer some of the most chal-

Ease of Use: 4/5

NATETHARP'.M<*7<mw

Robbing banks,
stealing hearts

UREC says relax already
cost $20 for a half huur, $28

guy actually serious about his pursuit of hip-h»§p' E)oeshe
ri-.ili/c how utterly lame he looks? With his garishly

Usefulness: 1 /

for design or an interest in new tfeun^lpgy, maybe you can even
get your own site listed among the el
I setuln.-.

I KnM.'s Big Move," TV MuokBtOBM," The Others." "The Princess

nt DOM of the very bizarre. Super Greg spins ouVhymes and
phat beatsVith the worst of them What's the deal wlh this site?

getup and ovlrdone photo poses. Super Greg
elicit either a ifocking laugh or a pitying whi

I nitrt.nnment: 3/5
Appearance: 4/5

—tvw—

. Next lime you plan to buy something, make sure you
that you really want

t JMU Chamber On hestra. Wilson Hall. Tlie. 8 p.m., $2
[

\ones and DVD players fo the latest novels and popular

he Godfather." And, of course.

Usefulness: 1/5
1 ntrrt.imment: 5/5

— ftttffc —

j Retting your money's worth. Buubuddu.com provides a
Id index of product reviews for products ranging from

The creator of one of the'
I nn, (Vdekerk also h.iI pir

most famous "Star Wars" par
odied 'Titanic," "Batman" ana
the principal stars are ... thup

i're going to spend, it's always a good idea to make sure

fekerk comes not only an
|Fb but also a penchant for.

techno music and

Registration Desk Ones they

BY MHI.ISSA HAMILL

facility, an hour-long RIM
sage generally costs ^o to

lots of sweat Instead, inspira-

obtain the pass, students then

COntrUHmg writer

tional

can register for class*a

$60, according to Mays.
"I think that student-* will

music fill the room and the
focus is on muscle stretches

YogaFM and YogaFit Plus
paaaaa are $5 for one pass, $20

and Billy Bob Thornton) may
be successful bank robbers, but

utilize this program because,

and endurance.
"We did different strength

for five passes, $35 for

in the end it's their hearts that

at (MU, a lot of students get
really stressed out and it's .i

ening exercises." said junior

YogaFit

classes

good

Kathryn Neal. who took the

Monday

and

class
A lot of it was hard and
you have to push yourself.

from 5:15 to 6:15 p.m.
YogaFit
Plus
classes

You're using a lot of muscles

Tuesdays

you don't normally use.
"It's about stabilization. In

from 6:13 to 7:13 p.m. Both
classes are held in the main

one position, you had to lower

aerobics studio.

Joe and Terry on an amaz-

ters. The strange relationship

yourself
inches
from
the
ground, like in a push up

Senior
Lynn
Morreale
said, "I enjoy taking classes

between Kate and the two
bandits, however, offer* no

Yoga Fit program. According to
the Website unvwimu i'dii/rccrc-

You're just hovering above the
ground You come out feeling

at UREC and would like to
take the yoga class, but I am

(HANITA STEWART*
i tintnbtilt'n: i'l. I

ingly successful
bing spree.

bank-rob-

Also new to UREC is the

Known as the "Sleep-Over
Bandits," Joe and Terry kid-

closure to the audience and
leaves much to be desired.

ation/grpfttness/yoga.shtml.

very relaxed," Neal said.
For those with advanced

not willing to pay when they
offer so many other fun

yoga skills, UREC also offers

CllltBCI

become or stay fit while
increasing your strength and

YogaFit Plus The
rkacribaa
YogaFM

flexibility and reducing your

"power yoga" that is at a
"stronger intensity, flowing at a

s< hedule."
Other programs new to
UREC in the past year — and

UREC s new YogaFit program
offers physical and mental
exercise. Those with
advanced yoga skills can try
YogaFit plus for a more
Intense experience. Students
must purchase passes before
registering for clj

hour. At an off-campus

form

ol

stress

relief,"

senior Kate Bazow Mid

"The

prices are so reasonable that 1
think that will he a contributing factor to getting students
to sign up."

YogaFit

"Yoga partners physical and
mental exercises that help you

stress level "

YogaFit claseea Mature .i

and

New

Age-ish

Web site
Plus as

faster tempo."

and

that

'BANDITS,,

15

CATE BLANCHETT

"Bandits" also stars Cate
Blanchett and resembles a
modern day "Robin Hood"

and
are

my

Define It and Boxing Fitness.

inspired by |oe, sends both

nap the bank managers the

creatively

enough

money to set up a

raaort in Mexico 30 miles
south of Acapulco and to
quit the stressful life of crime
forever.
However, after their first
successful

bank

robbery,

have

BUggesI exploring Web sites

Terry unintentionally kidnaps
Kate (Blanchett). a housewife

with French cut groan beans
Add extra
mushrooms
if

from becoming tcxi brown.

attempted pumpkin soup, so
if you decide to try out this

such as wxvw.epicurious.com
and the previously men-

plagued

recipe from

tioned

desired. Sprinkle with fried
onions and bake until hot

unvw.foodlv.com,

wxvw.foodtv.com

pumpkin soup I found two
recipes
on www.foodtvi.om.

give me your feedback.
Another great way to cele

baked

One recommends serving the

brate

apples
for
an
alternative
snack? Pick out your favorite
type of apples at the groOBT)

soup in a hollowed pumpkin.
A i restive: and interesting idea,

some
already-made
apple
cider. Put it in a kettle or sauce

and elaborate.
Next week,

but I will share the easier one.
Place one can of pure
pumpkin, half of a sauteed

pan, add some nutmeg, cinnamon and orange slices. Allow

write about pumpkins:

store or the farmers' market,

it to simmer over low heat

origins as well as recipes
using pumpkins. Send any

throughout.
How about

some

core, slice and place in a pie
dish. Sprinkle with cinnamon,
sugar and nutmeg. Add some
walnuts, cover with foil and
bake until the apples are ten-

onion, garlic powder, cinnamon, one can chopped tomato, one cup heavy cream, red
pepper

flakes and

salt and

der. I suggest tossing them in a

pepper to taste in a pot and

bit of lemon juice |ust after cor-

cook for ^0 minutes on medi-

fall is

by

purchasing

until the flavors and aromas
meld together. Pour into mugs
and enjoy it with friends.
1

understand

that

more recipes. I assure

for
you

that you'll be able to find a
variety of ideas, both simple
I

intend

to
the

best places to find them, the

information

on

pumpkin

patches in the area, recipes or
there

are tons of variations to the
simple recipes I've shared. I

other pumpkin trivia to undergradgounwtQhotmail.com.
Until next time, bon appetit!

Levinson

the bank
before opening
hours Their plan is to steal

um

feeling
truly
try
making

Barry

successfully combines action,
plot, comedy and romance in

ing and slicing to prevent them
If
you're
adventurous,

Director

night before the robbery, follow them into work and rob

FUN, front pagf • 1

never

123 MINUTES

the
Sundance
Kid."
An
impulsive
prison
break

Fun foods for the fall season
I

RATED: PG-13
RUNNING TIME:

meets "Butch Cassidy and

Thursdays

work with

BRUCE WILLIS, BILLY
BOB THORNTON AND

are stolen.

every

Wednesday

free to students — are Slide It,

heat.

STARRING:

Joe and Terry (Bruce Willis

passes and $45 for 20 passes.
are

,

with boredom and

an unhappy marriage. Kate
decides to join the bandits

"Bandits."

His

attempt at

telling the

story

partially through a tabloid
crime show served more to
cloud the corned ic tone of the
movie than to enhance the
suspense.
The plot flows effectively
and the surprising, climatic
ending does not disappoint.
A combination of fun plot
and

convincing

makes "Bandits"
worth seeing.

acting
a

movie

and ignites a love triangle
when she falls in love with
both of them.
Willis and Thornton have
an
entertaining on-screen
chemistry, Willis playing a
straight

man

confident,

in his typical

Despite the unlikely story
comic

A4M*Ur**%s*v*4y

undertones,

all

three actors added depth and
believability to their charac-
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impulsive role to

Thornton's highly suggestive,
hypochondriac character.
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"We just never got the ball.
That's to Richmond's credit.
That's why they WOO."

L Teeing up
Junior women's golfer Jessica
Lewis placed first at the Nittany
Lion Invitational Sept. 29-30.
Pn. 17

Sl-Q Kits
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MICKEY MATTHEWS

football coach
SM

itofy below

FOOTBALL

Spider-bitten
Richmond picks up first win of season
at JMU's expense with 20-17 victory
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

sports editor

With JMU trailing the
University of Richmond just 2017 midw.iy through the fourth
quarter. Spiders quarterback
Cordell Roane dropped back to
pass on third down.
With I |MU defender bearing down on him, Roane fired
a pass off to his right that was
deflected high into the air.
Players on both sidelines and
the 14,000-strong Parent's
Weekend crowd let out a collective gasp.
Tipped passes become big
plays when things are going
your way. They become interceptions, last-minute drives and
come from behind victories.
When things are not going your
way, they become a complete
pass, good for a first down.
"We had no right to catch
that ball." Richmond coach Jim
Reid said. "It should probably
have been intercepted."
A Spiders receiver went up
and brought down the pass for
8 yards and kept the UR drive
alive. It was a drive that lasted
18 plays and took more than
eight minutes off the clock, laying to rest any hopes for the
Dukes in the 20-17 loss.
Red-shirt freshman quarterback Matt LeZotte said, "Our
defense makes some big plays.
I had faith that they were
going to stop thein."
Time of possession was the
story of the game as UR's
wishbone offense grinded its
way down field for 42 minutes Saturday.
Roane was starting his first
game at quarterbaik .i-- st.irtei
Sean Gustus was unavailable.
JMU struggled to bring down

the elusive Roane the entire
afternoon as he racked up 128
yards on the ground.
"He went out there and
played real well," senior linebacker Derick Pack said. "He led
hll team to victory."
JMU's defense refused to
give up the big play all afternoon
but couldn't keep the Spiders
from gaining 23 first downs.
"We could not tackle the
quarterback,"
JMU
coach
Mickey Matthews said. "He's
just a better player than us."
On the offensive side, the
Dukes
struggled
Saturday
to get anyRichmond
thing
sta rted
against a
JMU
stellar
Richmond
defensive
unit
that
allowed
the
University of Virginia just 110
yards on Sept. 1.
The offensive woes began
on the first possession of the
game as LeZotte made an illadvised pass over the middle
on the second play from
scrimmage that was picked
off at the JMU 12 and
returned for a touchdown.
"There was just a collision
in our players and I was trying
to throw it to the spot where
they were going to be,"
LeZotte said. "They're a really
good dck'iisive ballclub."
The score marked the third
time this season that the
Dukes spotted an opponent a
lead in the first minute of
play. The University of New
Hampshire and Villanova
University also both jumped
out to early 7-0 leads.

The JMU offense limped
through the entire first two
quarters of play, running for
negative yardage in the first
half The Dukes accumulated
just 31 yards of total offense,
averaging 1.2 yards per play.
"I don't think we were out of
sync, we weren't executing,"
1-eZotte said. "When we start
executing, we'll get a lot better
on offense."
I^Zotte was picked off two
more times in the first half, with
one leading to a UR field goal.
Matthews said that while
LeZotte didn't play as well as he
has been, he only has been back
for two games since recovering
from a separated shoulder.
At halftime, the Dukes'
offense regrouped and came
back out to mount an 80-yard
scoring drive in the third
quarter that was capped off by
a 25-yard touchdown from
LeZotte to senior fullback
Robert Carson.
Matthews and his staff
went into the second half hoping to stay within one score
going into the fourth quarter
when they would have the
wind at their back. The Dukes
did in fact enter the final period of play within striking distance, trailing 20-10.
The UR offense, though,
ate the clock, and JMU got the
ball for just six snaps in the
final quarter.
"We just never got the ball,"
Matthews said. "That's to
Richmond's credit. That's why
they won."
Matthews credited
Richmond with a great afternoon defensively, but noted
that JMU dropped a lot of
catchable passes.

ROBERT \ATTlph.H,> editor

University of Richmond quarterback Cordell Roane gets hit while throwing a past. The pass
was caught by Dan McNalr for a critical Spider first down. Richmond won the game 20-17.
JMU ran the ball just 11
times on the afternoon as it
proved unable to reliably
move the ball with a ground
attack.
Matthews and his staff has
adjusted its offensive plans to
this fact, moving junior tailback
Brannon Coins to receiver.
Midway
through
the
fourth quarter, the Dukes

pulled within a field goal at
20-17 when Roane lost control of the ball running the
option and senior linebacker
Derrick Lloyd scooped it up
and took it 33-yards in for
the score.
The momentum had for the
first time swung to the JMU
corner, but the Richmond long
drive dashed any hopes of a

comeback victory.
"They're just better than
us," Matthews said. "The only
thing that surprised me is that
they're 0 and 4."
The Dukes fall to 1-5 on
the season and look to
rebound Saturday when they
take on the Minutemen of the
University of Massachusetts
in Amherst.

WOMEN'S SOCCER

MEN'S SOCCER

No. 15 Cavaliers top Dukes

Godwin's overtime
goal lifts Dukes

UVa. 's Gaworecki scores
two goals in Wahoo win
jBPf BBYOOHLOW
contributing writer

BY

Saturday night, the stage tonal
set for a competitive game.
P.uked stands, bright lights and
a vibe that could only be
brought on by two tough nvals
were the elements for an excellent sexreer game at Reservoir
Street field
The JMU women's team
squared off against a fierce instate competitor — the 15>thnnked University of Virginia —
in what was a key match up for
the Dukes.
The Cavaliers came out playing their typical UVa. style, characterized by different form*
lions giving many looks on

offense and defense.
The Cavaller'i 4-1 win may
seem like a somewhat lopsided
victory, but the fans did not go
home disappointed. JMU
played -i solid game highlighted by its trademark physical
style. Never relenting, the
defense played stingy and
fOfCed l.Va to I reale opportunities by altering their initial
game plan and luuhng holes.
The Dukes' inconsisleiu \
may have hurt them the most, .is
the BOOriM unil seemed to play
in spurts
JMU began the first half
with intense midfield play
Midfielder Meredith McClure
did an exoeUenl job covering
ACC player of the scar. I atllte

i Indsey I lei teammates extort
ed skillful passing and spread
the field wB

JtmJ? ' ' V B -^
BBBFL

This allowed the offense 10
penetrate some of the UVa.
defense early and see what
schemes the Cavaliers were
using. When the Dukes were
able 10 put I plav together, the
Cavaliers
thwarted
any
attempts at the goal by reading
passes and intercepting crosses.
We Hi balls down on the
comers, we |uat i ould not finish
plays," senior goalie Suzanne
Wilson said.
Despite a strong earlv
showing, it was UVa that
struck and scored the game's
first goal In

Saturday
UVA
d

I Ml

,h(. mMW
OI |h
,irst
°

half,
the
Cavaliers

capitalized
j

on a corner
kick
that
sailed ilose
to the Dukes goal UVa's
Kelly Warden headed the ball
high, and Wilson got a hand
on il, knocking it wide. As it
i.iromed off the post, forward
Laura Gorecki tapped the ball
in low.
With little time left in the
first half, UVa smelled blood
and
vigoroual)
attacked
before halftime. UVa. forward
Lindsay Gousik drew a penal
ty from junior defender
Colleen Mcllwrath off a
breakaway,
giving
the
Cavaliers a free kick close to
the JMU goal. Gousik look the
shot from the left side
It was well placed and

MSB •'

^RTSW'^^

DAVE YAWttaff phautgrupher

Junior Deanna Saraclno holds off University of Virginia's Jamie
Fabrlzlo during Saturday's game. JMU lost to UVa. 4 1
cleared the defenses lo make of their lone goal in the 83rd
the upper left corner of the minute of play. Senior center
Jamie
Miller
goal. Their spirits unbroken, midfielder
the Dukes went into the next cleared Ihe center line and
threaded
a
pass
that
split
two
half knowing they had someUVa. defenders. Red-shirt
thing to prove.
The second half proved to junior forward Terri Joyce
be difficult for the Dukes, as it received the pass and made
seemed that UVa. formalized Ihe most out of the great feed
how it aimed to finish the by scoring a goal with a low
game The Cavalier offense shot. The score would remain
brought the midfield in close 4-1, with the Dukes' comeand effectively spotted balls to back efforts too little too late
JMU made UVa. earn the win
in.ike shot opportunities.
"They had excellent place- by altering Ihe Cavaliers' game
ment and fed cutting players plan and attacking hard lo beat
deep within our territory," the solid defense.
Wilson said.
"The loss presents Ihe team
The Virginia tandem of with a gut-check and makes
forwards Gousik and Lindsey them ask themselves where
proved lethal as they orches- they want Ihe rest of the season
trated the third goal of the to go," JMU coach Dave
game. With the score 3-0, the Lombardo said. "Hopefully,
Dukes seemed discouraged they will rise to Ihe occasion."
and did not match the oppoThe Dukes travel to College
nent's intensity. JMU put Park to play the University of
forth a late rally on Ihe heels Maryland at 7 p.m. Wednesday.

GODWIN, from page 1

scored his fifth goal of the
season at 14:34 in the first
half to give Ihe Dukes the
early 1-0 advantage
"Basically I wanted to use
my speed to get by Ihe
defense," Rivers said. "I gol
lucky the ball bounced off a
couple of guys and I jusl
stayed with it. It was good to
get the early lead."
However, missed opportunities by the Dukes and a
penally shot for Alabama
A&M sophomore Eugene
Sepuya allowed Ihe Bulldogs
to tie the game at 1 I at 28:22
The Bulldogs struck again
with just under a minute left
in the first half, taking a 2-1
lead off of Sepuya's second
go.il of the game.
"You just have lo keep battling and fighting because
they are going to have a lot of
the ball Martin said. "They
can be explosive at any time."
"We just tried lo concert
trate on cutting them down,
playing smart and making
the most of our chances,"

Riven added
Throughout Ihe second half,
both teams failed lo capitalize
on numerous scoring opportu
nities. The Dukes finally caught
a break when the Bulldogs
were penalized for a handball
at 82:07. Senior mid-fielder and

co-captain Lev! Straytr took
advantage on the eneuing
penally kick for Ihe Dukes,
lying the game at 2-2.

"In the last two minutes,
we just knew we had lo
score," Strayer said "We
work on penalty kicks all the
time in practice, so I was
ready I just went out and
knocked it In."
Alabama A&M played a
man down in Ihe first overtime, allowing JMU to spread
out the field more to its
advantage. Godwin did just
that, scoring at 11:08 to seal
Ihe win for the Dukes
"We were just Irving to get
r. ,
,
the game
§aturday
ovtrwlth
Alabama
as quick
V
^ Possib I e .
Rivers
JM1
oi
said. "We
just
wanted
to
play
dim t and land M many men
forward as we COL id get Ihe
ball in Ihe goal, and that's
wli.it happened
"[Godwin) scored a huge
goal for us," Martin said.
"But coming off of a couple
ot lub-pai games for him, his
teammates still had a lot of

confidence in him."
lo me personally and for
our players, it's just a treat to
play those guys," Martin
■aid "I luet hope that our
tans appreciate the fact thai
when good teams come in
here like that, especially with

the Indh Idual bae hnlque and
explosiveness they have, it's
really nice to watch."
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

PORT

October is home of the Braves

B • E • A -T

Atlanta proves that postseason is an entirely different world

Field hockey falls lo Nitlany Lions

Remind them th.it they only
had the ninth best record ttl
baseball this season (88 wins)
and they say, "So what?"
\ \ en losing Man.igri I .irr\
Oierker, resigned to being
tired, said, "We caught 'em at a
good time. ... I thought we
wen <i better team than the
Braves." On paper, much better But the postseason is
played on couches — nine to a
side. Dr. Freud, call your office.
Every half inning. Oner the
game gets in your head, it
owns you.
All the most important
Braves have their halos on
nice and straight. John
Smoltz, who may be the next
Dennis Eckersley, saved all

BY THOMAS BOSUI I I

The Washington P<>st

October baseball is like
heaven 01 lull A big teaguer'i
pcnltiaioii career often ttvis
like .in etomaL unchanging
judgment he can never
reverse. Once you're .imong
the select, or the damned]
youM i.tie is pealed Even ii it
icema you've been sent to the
wrong destination by some
confused St. Peter Attention,
Pearly Gales, Jeff Bagwell is
supposed to be the hero, not

Paul Bako, right?
No, that's just not how it
works. If you get on the
wrong side of poataeason lii>
tory, like Bagwell and his
Astros running mute Cnig
Wggio, vou can humiliate
vourself — in almost identical
laahlon — four times in five
years. And drag star teammates, like Moises Alou and
l^nce Berkman, down into
your dungeon, too.
On the other hand, if, like
Tom Glavine, you get on fate's
good foot, you can find yourself in the National League
Championship Series nine
times in 11 years. That's just
how the playoffs apparently
work on the human mind.
Ask Randy Johnson, who
doesn't have a win in his past
seven playoff decisions
Friday's final game of a
brief and shocking threegame series between the ■
favored Astros and the battered Braves was a classic
example of the genre. Atlanta
in straight sets: 7-3,1-0,6-2.
This
five-game firstround format doesn't scare
the Braves one bit. In baseball's most pressurized
series, they're clutch angelaV
That they've done it before,
convince* them they'll do it
again.
At the moment, the Braves
are missed their starting
catcher, first baseman, second
baeeman and shortstop. Other
than that, they're dandy

-66
This feels different than
oilier years. We've gone
through a lot and there
doesn't seem to be as
much pressure on us.
— John Smoltz
Bra\es relief pitcher

59
three games. At 35, and coming back from Tommy John
•UABBfy, he seems to like the
bullpen fine. He's saved 13 of
14. Every pitch is % mph,
except the ones that are 99.
"I don't feel any pressure
(like) a cinder block on our
backs," said Smoltz. "This
feels different than other
years. We've gone through a
lot and there doesn't seem to
be .'s much pressure on us."
Chipper (ones added a
two-run homer Friday to his
three-run blast to ice in the
opener. And John Burkett,
who's now as crafty and effective (3.04 ERA) as Greg
Maddux and Glavint, got the
win with 6 1 /3 strong innings

in this finale.
But the Braves real secret
is all its MASH unit reserves.
I irsi baseman [ulio Franco
homered Friday. He's been
gone longer than Michael
Jordan. Listed as 40, but really 43 according to his original
Phillies paperwork. Franco
has spent nearly four years in
Japan, Korea and Mexico. So,
he's hitting .300 for the
Braves. That heaven thing
rubs off.
Atlanta also started rookie
second baseman Marcus Giles,
journeyman shortstop Rey
Sinchez and waiver-wire
catcher Bako. Naturally, Bako,
with a two-run homer and a
suicide squeeze bunt, had
throe times as many RBIs in
this series (three) as Biggio,
Bagwell, Berkman and Alou
combined (one). Why not?
He's a blessed Brave.
"Just to get a chance to
play (with Javy Lopez hurt)
ha* been a blast," said the 29year-old Bako. "Nobody really gave us a chance. I don't
think anybody thought we
would go three and out. That
was a statement we were trying to make."
Statement? With the Astros,
you don't have to form complete sentences. Just go, "Boo!"
That should do it They're choking littk1 devils, year after year.
Every October day is Halloween
to them In Dierker's tenure, the
Stros combined postseason
record is 2-12
"A longer series is a fairer
test," sniffed Dierker on
Friday
How would he know? I le's
never gotten to one.
The Astros hit like fiends
during the regular season. As
soon as the bright lights come
on, they go straight back into
thi-ir playoff funk. And it's a
contagious disease. First,
Alou joined the B&B boys.
Didn't hit much, just .355 and
.331 the past two years. This
year, Berkman arrived and

hit .331 with 34 homers and
126 RBI
How much firepower can
one lineup have? Vet in their
entire postseason careers as
Astros, Biggio, Bagwell, Alou
and Berkman are now a combined 22 for 145 (.152) with zero
home runs and just five Rfibl
For these guys, purgatory
would be a step up. The
Astros seemed so demoralized when they arrived here
that they looked like they
were checking their watches
between innings to see when
the charter flight left town.
When Texans say, "The devil
with cm," they mean it.
Few have battled the
Astros' mysterious problems
like General Manager Gerry
1 lunsicker. "It's very trustrat
ing," he said. "Go back
through postseason and
come up with a list of guys
that have done very poorly.
And then come up with a list
of (those) that have had great
postseasons. Two very interesting lists."
"If you said, 'Which list
would you like to form the
nucleus of next year's Item?' 1
guarantee you'd come up
with the list of guys who have
done poorly in postseason."
That may be an exaggeration* though one which must
seem true to a long sufferer
like Hunsicker But it is
gospel that the postseason
seems like a hall of mirrors to
big leaguers. As soon as
October
arrives,
they
encounter images of themselves, created in the past,
everywhere they look. If
they've been heroes, or goats,
a couple of times, they
seemed locked into repeating
those roles.
For these Braves, whose
chances have been taken so
lightly by so many, that's a £i*\t
sign indeed. When you've
already been to five World
Series, why wouldn't you
assume you'd reach a sixth?

The No. 15-r.inkcd JMU field hockey team lost to No. 18
Perm State University 2-1 Sunday in University Park, Pa.
Sophomore Janelle Perlis gave the Dukes a 1-0 lead
early in the first half.
Penn State rallied to score two goals in the second half
for the comeback win.
Women's cross country first at PSU Invite
The No. 21 JMU women's cross country team placed
first at the 17th annual Penn Slate Open National
Invitational Saturday.
Senior Mollie DeFrancesco finished third and sophomore Cindy Dunham placed fourth.
Also finishing in the top 10 were senior Suzie Hutchins
(7th) and SOphomorC Jennifer Lapetoda (8th).
Men's cross country finishes 4th
The JMU men's cross country team placed fourth at the
17th annual Penn State Open National Invitational
Saturday.
Sophomore John Frascr finished a team-high 10th place.
Senior Andy Screen finished 19th.

Monday. Oct. 8
- Women's golf competes at the Marilynn Smith Sunflower

Invitational in Lowicnce, Kan.
Tuesday. Oct. 9
- Women's golf continues play at the Marilynn Smith
Sunflower Invitational.

Wednesday. Oct. 10
- Women's soccer travels to the University of Maryland in
College Park, Md.
- Field hockey hosts American University at 6:30 p.m. at
Bridgeforth Stadium.
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S 13.99 Cl
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There are 12 other songs on The

THE STROKES
is This It?
$12.19 CO
Already labeled a critic's darting. The

stereotypKal barriers of r»p The first

Blueprint Besides rhymes that chal-

single is 'Ugly" Dart Days. Bright

lenge. The Blueprint also boasts some

This It?, present a pop-inflected, sec-

Mights features s» songs produced by

ol his most extiavagent beats, cour

ond generation take on late 70s New

Timbaiand Spanuu's debut is sure 10

lety of maretarvt newcomers Kayne

Vork punk, complete with raw, world

make a huge impact on die rap world

West and Just Blue Moreover, if the

Strokes and their lull-length debut. Is

weary vocals, spiky gutart. and en

rhymes and beets alone don't make

insistently chugging backbeat

The Blueprint i career highbghi lor

However, their songs also reflect then

Jay Z then the mtnimal guest

own earty-rwenHs kist for Me

appearances surety do
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The self described "psychedelic

Here Loco blows away the traditional

Tenaoou D certainly have their

hep-hop punk rock" outfit,

boundaries of DJ and e»hibrc* ha

funny, uncompromising, humorous.

the Kottonrnoutfi lungs emerged from

exceptional skds as a master of

freewheeling and quirky side, but

modern electronic -based pop

that doesn't erase the fact Hut they

Orange County. California and have
ajst released thee* new CD,

rock very hard along the way

Hidden Slash II. a" high energy
that packs a punch

Plan 9 what a record
store should he!
We buy and sell

434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.

used CDs, DVDs
Vinyl and
VHS Videos
so bring 'em inl
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WOMEN'S GOLF

AH Sports Writers
IMPORTANT meeting regarding
this year's basketball supplement

JMU
Junior golfer has aspirations to play in the LPGA
BY JEFF CRETZ

Thursday, Oct. 18
5 p.m.
Breeze office
basement of Anthony-Seeger
If you'd like to be involved and
cannot attend the meeting, contact
Travis or Drew
x86709
New writers are welcome,
no experience necessary

LLSO-

senior writer
Junior golfer Jessica Lewis
aspires to one day play in the
Ladies' Professional
Coif
Association, but right now she's
focused on her collegiate career
at JMU
During the last weekend of
September, the women's golf
team traveled to Pennsylvania
to compete in the Nitlany Lion
Fall Invitational. Eighty-nine
girls entered, and Lewis finished ahead of all of them. She
shot a team-low 73 in the third
round and helped |MU finish
second out of 14 teams, losing
to Penn State University by
one stroke.
In the team's first tournament of the year, the
Unlimited Potential/Bay Tree
Classic, Lewis helped the team
place 8th out of 33 teams. She
finished 8th out of 162 entries
and was only 5 strokes behind
the co-winners.
As a freshman, she set a
school record, shooting a
four-under par 68 at the Lady
Seahawk Invitational In high
school, she won four MidAtlantic PGA tour events and
was crowned the Maryland
State Junior Champion.
Lewis first began golfing
seven years ago in high school.
At the time, her private high
school in Maryland didn't have

' Graveyard scenes, Halloween,
Gothic Themes, ad more....

a golf team. Her senior year
was the first time the school
began an inter-school sports
program.
Lewis attributes her success
in the game to her work ethic
and attitude.
"I don't just sit around and
believe I'll get better. I go out
and work on it," Lewis arid
Lewis's favorite player
on the LPGA is Annika
Sorenstam. She admires
Sorenstam's work ethic
"Annika is so focused and
intense. Like her, I want to
always play my best," Lewis
said.
Golfing may be in her family's genetic code. Her father,
Allan, was an All-American
golfer at Denison University.
l.ewis likes how golf has elements of both the individual
and team nature At tournaments, the top four scores per
team count, so teammates
depend on each other to shoot
as best they can.
"My teammates, in practice,
help to motivate me to be the
best player I can be," Lewis
s.ud.
Co-captain senior Corrie
Tayman said her role as a capl.nn is to lead by example on the
course. Tayman also admires
Lewis' attitude.
Tayman said, "Jessica is a
very tough person She doesn't

let anyone push her around."
golf history.
Of Lewis' performance at
The men's and women's
the PSU tourney, Tayman golf coach, Paul Gooden, is
said, "I have never seen her so excited about what lewis can
mature on the golf course. contribute in the two years she
When the match is on the line, has left at JMU.
I want her (Lewis) taking the
He said,"Jessica has played
final shot I have
re
V
very
steadily for us over the
never seen her so
past two years. She has been
mature on the golf
working very hard on her
course."
game, and I look for great
Lewis believes ip j
things out of her. She
the tough sport is a ^^
has two more seasons,
game of good misses. She *',
and I think that
said that people hit bad t
Jessica can really
shots, but they can't let
be an outstanding
them affect the rest of their
young golfer."
play. Lewis believes her
Lewis taught
long game is very consistent.
golf lo children
She is working on strengthat her club back
ening her putting.
home. She said
Lewis is unsure of what
she like to see
her future association with
i the little kids get
golf will be. Making it to
excited
when
the LPGA is one of her
they hit the ball.
primary goals. But for
She also says that it
now, she said she isn't
takes a lot of work
thinking too much
to teach golf.
about the future but
"You need to
focusing on the task
hjfvf .in eye to see
at hand. At the
specific problems
beginning of the
with
people's
season, the team set
games,*' she said
a goal to make the
Lewis is in
NCAA tournaLawrence,
Kan.
ment for the
with the squad
first time in
competing in the
|MU
women's
Marilynn
Smith
ANDYCOTHERN'
Sunflower Invitational until
riminbuilnii phoiogmpher
Tuesday.

<£J.

775 Cantrell Ave.
(next to Hardees)
432-9996
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If Your Doctor Is Miles Away
And Vou Need Treatment For:

eclectic collection of blank note cards
that YOU provide the sentiment. Mela.

Minor Injuries and Illnesses
Sports Injuries • Sprains • Mono
Strep Throat • Lacerations
In-house STD Testing

AH

4
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Mon.- Fri. 9 am-7 pm
Sat. 10am-4pm
Sun. lpm-5pm

EMERGICARE
Where Patients are Sending Their Fnends

All Major bank cards accepted
and we will file your insurance
claim for you!

No Appointment Necessary

OPEN 7 Days a Week

Beat The Rush Week!
Oct. ISH3.
Come see whu were the
biggest and the best!
Sign a reservation or renew your lease and
receive a free Regal Cinemas Movie Pass!

This week only
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

Stone Gate
1

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:3oam-5:30 pm

18ITHK

BREEZE I MONDAY.

OCT.

15. 2(X)I
LIFESTYLES

ASK OCL
I am graduating in December and I need to tind someone to sublet my .ip.niiTi.-iii What ire the print and web resources that I
can use to advertise to transfers and students returning from
abroad? -wants2kno 2001
Congratulations on graduating! Finding someone to lake OVC1 VOUI
Icase lor spring semester will not bo easy. We hope you budc,for (he whole \r,u I irst gel permission Irom your landlord. I >nee
you've done that you can list for free on the OCL web site, we
always fell all incoming students (transfers, etc I to check our web
site under sublets at jmutduM. You can abo make livers, not ihem
approved at any information sue and post on campus Think about
taking out an ad in the classifieds section of The Breeze —
ii s cheap .mil raachea .1 lot ol people, it's important to
remember that if you do find someone you are still ultimately responsible lor your part of the apartment lor (he
remainder of your lease. Use a sublease contract and be
very careful whom you accept

What is up with the e-mail a bunch of us just got about going to
e-campus and entering our address? I did this at the first of the
year. Do I have to do it again? - got other things to do 2003
All oil-campus -indents need to register their local address and
phone number every year and this is a great new way to do it. All
oil campus students should have received this e-mail (hat gives vou
instructions on how to input the needed information. If you did this
at the beginning ol (he year either online or by submitting a "Blue
I w do not need to do it again. The way it is set up now it is
,1 loi e.isier and it changes need to be made you simply go online to
do so.

Submit your question to OCL: Taylor Down Under. Taylor Hal room 112. Mail: MSC 3511 — as*-«*«jmu.aou

0
Mgs

Buy I Arby's Beef &
Cheddar, Get I Free
Served on a Toasted Onion Roll with Tangy. Sweet Ranch Dressing!

Yo*> r ni H«r«

Good at HariHsoriura Waunesboro, Stuarts Draft
www.vallejjarbye.com

Br««z« lirftytog

(Slow Roasted Roast Beel with Creamy Cheddar Cheese Sauce

Limit 4 offers per coupon • Offer expires October 21 st

PLU 843

Power (pou'ar) n.
The energy or motive force
by which a physical system or
machine is operated
Volleyball (MHWHCl
Entries Due: Oct. 15■
Play Dates: Oct. 25-DBC 6
Manager's Meeting: Oct. 2
4 pm and/or 7 pm
01
Octotac

Badminton IMHWHC)
Entries Due: Oct. 15-10
Play Dates: Oct. 27
Manager's Meeting:
Oct. 22.5 pm

EveryBODY wins.

>K .,

Shenandoah National Park
Get on the Ball
Date: Oct. 26-28
Date: Oct. 15
Cost: $45IMU $50 Guest
Time: 7:30-0:30 pm
Level: Intermediate and up
Pre-req: Good physical
An interactive workshop to
condition, some hiking
learn how the Resist A Ball
experience
can help you achieve your
Pre Trip Meeting: Oct. 23.7 pm
fitness goals.
Register by: Oct. 19

MONDAY, OCT.

FOR RENT
SfrtxSuHHu ■ 1 beooon. nine
Commons Female only $275. Out
Killing lo negotiate Can 436V3608
ADVERTISE YOUR
RENTAL PROPERTY
IN THE BRCCZf
CLASSIFIEDS!
Low Prices. Cireal Rvsulli!
568-6127

FOR SALE
Volvo 74001 • sedan, wfiite. rulty
loaded, new met. Excellent
condition and mileage. $4,900.
Call 2982163
Clm.li Out Owr ten—<lonal TO't
Rachl Gift & Thrift. 227 N. Man
199S Leiwa SC-400 • Blacfc/blac*
wrth gold trim and all options 92K
miles, m excellent condition.
Comes with a 120K mile Of 1.8
year warranty. $19,995 CaN Drew.
4339263

MnM Ml Wall Amp. SI5II
Kpl. CM MUM SST. S200.
DM.'MII I imilt.l I <IIIM.II
Dave Mallhews (iuilar. MIK.
Of -Ml Pi I ...11.1II. Mtl.i.l li>
Dave. DM
(all I i» - IM

Fraternities. Sororities. Clubs.
Student Groups - Earn $1,000
$2,000 this semester with the
easy Campusfunoraiser.com 3 hour
rundroising event Does not involve
ere* card applications Fundraisjng
dales are Mng qucuy. so call io*w,'
Contact Campu3tundraiser.com
at 8889233238. or visit
www. c.(/i0u sfu ndrai ser. com.

HELP WANTED
Biology Tutor • for high school
hone* student. 5683068.
UT» l« tMturif amMM • for Of
line ait golieiy dming the month of
November. Call 568 6217 lor
iietaiis $10.00 submission tee.

Computw Fof Sala - 1MB PC. 17'
monaof. 2o 100 ovive. CD burner.
speakers, many design and
business programs Call Windy.
57*0111

SERVICES

»$ Oat Paid for Vow 0*M*« $$ Earn 415 $125 and more per
survey* www.money4oo*n*ons.com

Eaeon Stylus 740 Prlnftr - 1 1/2
years old. Great condition. New
color cartridge included $50. OBO
432 3345
Neratctradt Ski Mac)** lor Sale
Paid $600: will sell lor $175
Call 8965364 or email.
rodarmrrusajimu.edu.
It74 Toyota Land CrssMf • red.
soft too with reoonditioned 6 cyfcnder
motor. 4.4 power, replaced ports
and good condition. Ca> 612-4333.
Ml Vaur Rams In Tho Brtwe For
Sale Section! Only $15 to run your
ad lor the enure semester 5686127

Need a Tutor? I will tutor In Gen
Ed courses and Bio Pre/Med
courses. Afternoons and evenings
available. Con now! 4384338.

Earn Up to S500 Ptr Wfi>k
aaaambing product* at home. No
caper-cncc Into. 1985-6481700.
Dept. VrV4806.

fl. Absolute Lowest Spring
Break Price! §2. Reputable
comoany. award-winning customer
servicel (OVebstte) #3. Free meal
plans! (Eariybirds) f4. Campus
Reos earn $$. travel free! Enough
reasons?
1 800 367-1252.
www S0nngbreahdlrtct.com
Wanted! Spring ■raaharaf Sun
Coast vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break to Cancun.
the Bahamas. Jamaica, or
Mazatian for free) To find out
how. call 1888777-4842 or email
saiese>s uncoastvacat-ons.com

hv KM «r ■nfnrrnM.n and WLWK*
rrpribnf *e MveiasBtian of ArMixirac
huMixvi <aj>?urtimsev email ihe
Henri Huwnrv* Bureau, mc
l-SO&SH-HOI

Spring Kraal. Party! l-.l rig* m free
travel, food, and parties with the
best OJs and celebrities In Cancun.
Jamaica. Maratian. and the
Bahamas. Go to SludentCriy.com.
call 1 800-293 1443 or email
laJsa+iiurJaottitycom

Spring Break Reps Needed • to
promote campus trips. Earn $.
travel free' No cost. We tram you.
1-800-367 1252.
www. sonngoreakdrrect com

ItHiin. Jamaica. Bart at! PI. Padre.
Baft—m. AcapaaVa, fWtea A MM*.
FREE MEALS lor ■ IMMM) IMV "
HtlT pamri and e«cl*m>e twin*'
Vlul wm*SVNSrLA5hTTOVR5ct*m
(o. Jruil.<«ull I SfKM26-7TI0
-TTS A NO BRAINCIL-

NOTICE

Mates $3,000. by ChitstfMM • 6
fun sales positions open at Valley
MaM *vg $6 $22/hr 434-9934
CMW Car* Mom* Help
i I i.<
wood 5 days a wee* from 330 p.m.
7 00 p.m Own transportation
required Rate neg. Call 564O041

SPRING BREAK 2002

The Jablon Group - is seeking
upperclassmen lor its lucrative
Management Internship positions
For
information
go
to
wwwjabipn.com prior to contacting
us by phone. 1*006583847
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f 1 Spring Break VacatkNM • Best
prices guaranteed! Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas. A Florida! Booh
early and receive free meal plan. Now
iwtng campus reps' 1800234-700'.
wwwenaiesssummertours.com
AAAA! Spring Break Speclalt!
Cancun and Jamaica from $389*
Air. hotel, free meals. Award
winning company1 Group lenders
(TtOl ROfldBWi MOM III I
itravel.com
180681786386.
Spring Brash 2002 - Travel with
STS. America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica. Menco.
Bahamas, or Florida Promote
trips on-campus to earn cash and
free trips Information/Reservations
1-8006484849 or www sKfravrV con
Settee; Break) Avoid right concerns
and sail from Florida. Spend 5
days in Bahamas from $2791
includes most meals! Get group
go
free'
1800678-6386
spnngbreaktravel.com
11gawg %n$M Opeieboii Chech
our website for the best deals!
www vagabondtoufs com Cancun.
Bahamas, Jamaica, and Florida
Group organoers earn free trips and
cash Call today* 1 866 BREAK00

Act Now. Guerantee the best
Spring Break prices1 South Padre.
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardigras.
Reps needed., travel free, garn
$$$ Group discounts for 6*.
8008388203 mm.letsuretours.com

PERSONALS
Bob Dylan Concert Bus Trip November 15 Call 434-4037.
Skydlvel One day first tandem
tumps from 2 1/2 miles up! 22
lumper aircraft JMU student
disccK#nts'www.s*yi*veorange.com
1-877 DIVE SKY.
Place A Classified Ad In The
Breeiet $3.00 for the first 10
words. $2.00 for each additional
10 words Call 5686127 for more
mformatlon!

INTERNSHIPS FOR
SUMMER 2002
him irumvwing A JMU Build you
rrvuiar Idrnovet ilffOOm
IWior* full h> IHrnk^tt
On-hne rooay. MM>> miiwHpain

Buy A Subscription to The Breeze,
Name:
Address:,
City:
Phone number:

THEiBREEZE
Return ihis coupon to:
The Breeze
James Madison University
MSC6805
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Tattoos and Piercing
Professional, Sanitary, Sterilized implements
Original Tattoo Art Drawn byAward Winning Tattoo Artist John Jones
Experience the Difference ! and
( Bring this Ad in for 10% Off )

State

Alumni:

YM

No

Parent o( Student:

Yes

No

Subscription

First Class $75

Bulk Mail $30

Acapulco
Cancun
Jamaica
Bahamas
Florida

Promote Trips at JMU
Earn Cash and Go Free
Call for details!!!

STUDII
DENT
TRAVEL
SERVICES
Information and reservations

Located inside THE LOOK - Corner of University Blvd. and Reservoir St.
Call: 433-3322 We accept M/C and VISA

1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

The Homecoming, CONNECT with the JMU
community and CELEBRATE with Iree games
and prizes on The Commons REMEMBER to
snow your school spirit by weamg your purple
and gold!

CELEBRATE student talent and experience the third
annual Sunset on the Quad concert leatunng JMU s
premier a cappella groups and other muscal
pertormances. In addition to the FREE concert tier*
■ill be plenty ol lood and lun! Bring your school spirit!

Js/
</,
m
a-7nin
■
-*

17.000 students, faculty and start ready
for Homecoming. One Duke Dog filled
with energy and emotion
Spirit since 1900

Conic dressed in your Halloween costume and listen
'" JMU's finest musical acts, eat free food and
mug Homecoming giveaways!

sunset on the quad

S Him-2pm \
commons day

Learn the JMU fight song, play JMU jeopardy, throw:
football or just enjoy more free food and music!
REM EMBER to show your school spirit bywearing purple and gold.
Dress up your ride with iruc.IMU Pride! WHIIWI mil
receive .111 All. ZONE parking pass!

■&

9

banner contest/
car decorating contest
Let your club or organization 'DUKE'
it out tor the most spmt points! Points
can be earned by attending, winning, or
showing ofl youi purple and gold spirit at
Homecoming 2001 events1 Winners receive
prizes tot the entire organization

Slum yuur school spirit with painl! Ilaveyuui
organization m residence lull create .1 hannei
to dc displayed on (indwin II.ill'

(Jet your registration forms 111 111

***
Register your club or organization and "DUKE" it out
for the most spirit points. Pick up a registration form in
Taylor 233. Winners will receive great prizes!

I

student spirit points
COKXKtT.il IhciiMH llimHTdininu(IH.HI
K01 tlu- .H-^i virw. bring .1 ch.iii ■>! .1 '•!

5-7 pin
Have your organization or residence hall
pant a banner to show vow school spint1
ftkupertrylorrnsonOcl15riTaylorRm 233.
OeCARate your car n the true spirit of Homecoming
Top 3 cars will have the chance lo strut Iheir stutl
in Bie HMivacoming parade1 Pick up entry torms
on Oct. 15 in Taylor Rm 233

%

-Zip_

.mil etrab.1 lawn M'al ;it

M.IIWMI

KirW

IHKI

11-

homecoming parade

oct. 29 - nov. 2«
spirit vetsK

■
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W*n i III* ; IN DISH i ii i. we saw plumes "I
tire and smoke staining the morning sky.
C .azing upward through the cameras lens,
we reeled at another lire-ball in another
tower. Next, news ol anolhei explosion ol
hate at the Pentagon.
Then, before our stunned eyes, both
mighty towers crashed to the earth. Atrid
smoke and concrete dust tilled the air. The
voices ol thousands from more than 80
countries were suddenly silenced.
Hate won the day. But it cannot win
the war.
Hate cannot win against the unbridled
bravery ol the men and women who went
into those buildings to serve and to save
Hate cannot win against a nation of
people devoting their time and treasure,
and donating their very blood to help the
innocent injured.
Hate cannot win against a people discovering again what we have always known: the
meaning ol community, the bond ol patriotism, the value of helping others.
Hate cannot win against a society that
stands tall, even on bended knee.
Hate cannot win against hope.
For a while, the questions shouted from
our souls may drown out the whispered
answers that time and wisdom wait to tell.
Yet, though (Kir souls ache, there is hope.
In our darkest hour, there is hope: carrying us. counting every tear, knowing us and
aching to be known For in all that mankind
has ever chosen to worship, the Cod of the
Bible stands alone as the only Cod who
ever lost His own child.
dazing upward, our hearts were broken.
Yet gazing upward, we can find our hope. ■

2 REMEMBRANCE

cannot win
COVER

AP'WIDE WORLD PHOTOS

Our kinship

I ARE I ERE in the middle hour ol OUT grief. So
many have suffered so ureai a loss, and today we
express our nation's sorrow. We tome before God to pray
for the missing and the dead, and lor those who loved them
Now tome the names, the list ol casualties is only beginning, We
will read all these names We will linger over them and learn their
stories, and Americans will weep To the thildrtn, parents, spouses,
families and Iriends ol the lost, we offer the deepest sympathy of the
nation And I assure you- You are not alone.
Our purpose as a nation is firm, yet our wounds as a people are
recent and unhealed and lead us to pray. In many ol our prayers
there is a searching and an honesty At St. I'atritk's Gathedral in
4 REMEMBRANCE

Unity
of grief, our steadfast resolve
BY PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH

New York, a woman said, "I pray to
God to give us a sign that He's still
here." Others have prayed lor the same,
searching hospital to hospital, carrying
pictures ol those still missing.
God's signs are not always the ones
we look for. We learn in tragedy that
I lis purposes are not always our own.
Yet the prayers ol private suffering,
whether in our homes or in this great
cathedral, are known and heard and
understood.
There are prayers that help us last
through the day or endure the night.
There are prayers ol Iriends and
strangers that give us strength tor the
journey. And there arc prayers that yield
our will to a Will greater than our own.
This world He created is ol moral
design. Grief and tragedy and hatred are
only lor a time. Goodness, remembrance
and love have no end, and the l.ord of
lite holds all who die and all who mourn.
Today, we leel what Franklin
Roosevelt called "the warm courage of
national unity." This is a unity of every
faith and every hackground. This has
joined together political parties and

both houses ol C ongress. It is evident
in services ol prayer and candlelight
vigils and American flags, which arcdisplayed in pride and waved in defiance. Our unity is a kinship ol gnel and
a steadfast resolve to prevail against our
enemies And this unity against terror is
now extending across the world.
We ask Almighiv God to watch over
our nation and grant us patience and
resolve in all that is to come. We pray
that He will comfort and console those
who now walk in sorrow. We thank
Him for each life we now must mourn,
and the promise ol a life to come.
As we've been assured, neither death
nor life, nor angels nor principalities nor
powers, nor things present nor things to
come, nor height nor depth can separate us from God's love. May He bless
the souls ol the departed May He comfort our own. And may He always guide
our country. God bless America ■
Exccrj>ifif jrom Pmident /Jiisli's munis <it rfx
Ntitiomil Day oj Praytt and RmmbmHCt
ill the VViis/'iiitfloM National ( albedral,

Stptmbcr 11. 2IKH
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MOMFNT you're just going through
the routine of another day, and the next
moment your life is shattered. I know
the Feeling well, because it happened to
me on April 20, 1999.
My daughter, Rachel Scott, was brutally gunned down while sitting on the
grass, eating her lunch, at Columbine
High School. She was a beautiful, talented, energetic, optimistic teenager
with so much to live for. And in onemoment's time, she was no longer there
I know the agony of "not knowing.'' It's
a horrible day when your prayers arc, God.

ONI:

let my daughter be wounded and hiding somu'lvre.

Instead, it was more than 24 hours before

6
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SCOTT
we received confirmation of what we
feared: Rachel was one of the fatalities.
I know the gut-wrenehmg pain that cannot find an adequate outlet even though
ycxir body grows sore from the fathomless,
heaving sobs that never seem to end.
I know the paralyzing numbness of
days, weeks and months that follow.
I know the empty spots that emerge
on Christmas, Thanksgiving, Easter and
her birthday.
I know sleepless nights and redrimmed eyes.
But I also know the joy of celebrating
a life that had purpose and meaning.
I know the miracle of slowly watching

k

A

Do not Id them die in vain.

Memory
good and wonderful things emerge Ironi

I won't attempt to otter cures

the very pits ol horror and despair

That will not case your pain

I know the transforming power ol a
loving Cod who can create the universe
out of nothing, and can take the worst of
tragedies and hring purpose, lite and
meaning from it.
Whether the location is a high
school, skyscraper, military complex or

But I will say, the life you lost—
It was not lived in vain
It's been dispersed in memories
That now reside in you
And in the months and years to come
They'll help you make it through

airplane cabin, or a hill called Calvary,

Today you feel the dark despair

tragedy can be turned into triumph

Today you mourn and cry

As I have learned, my daughter's influence touched the lives ol millions. A
month before she died, she wrote a challenge in her journal: "I dare to believe
that I can start a chain reaction through
acts ol kindness and compassion."
And Rachel didn't just write about
Starting a chain reaction,- she lived it—

But from the seeds of memory
That life will multiply
The torment seems too much to bear
The whole world seems insane
But it their lite reflects through you
They did not die in vain!
I am so grateful that I chose to

with people all around her. Many of

turn to my Heavenly Father for

them have since told me that they are

strength and comfort in my own

living out that challenge themselves.
Shortly alter hearing the news of our

personal loss. There I found the
courage to lorgive, the strength to

nation's multiple tragedies, I wrote this

"let go" and the ability to see beyond

simple poem:

the tragedy to a divine purpose that

The pain, it seems, will never end
The hurt is here to stay
The agony within my soul
Will never go away

has slowly emerged with time.
We all have the ability to makechoices. Those choices may leave
us either bitter or better. Those
choices include honoring our

It seems that it's impossible

departed loved ones and their mem-

For me to "make it through''

ones You are now a continuation of

(I know that feeling, precious friend,

the lives of those you have lost.

For I have been there too)

Make them proud. ■
REMEMBRANCE 7

they also threatened our concept ol a

loving God. When we remember the

Si I'll MBER I 1, 2(1(11, a day now etched
in history, lour Mights lell the Hast
Coast headed for the West Coast, vet
not one person ahoard any ot those
(lights would survive Terrorist hijackers
Hew two planes into the World Trade
Center towers, killing thousands ol
innocent people A third plane exploded
into the Pentagon, while the last planecrashed into a Pennsylvania field.
Families lost fathers, mothers and
children. Co-workers and Friends were
suddenly none, buried amid the nibble.
Hours earlier breakfasts had been eaten,
spouses kissed, children hugged and
homes left lor the last time
Who could have known it would all
end—in itist a moment?
Just as the senseless attacks destroyed
buildings and our Feelings ol security,

deadly nerve gas released in Tokyo subways, the high-school students massacred at Columbine and the Oklahoma
City blast, belie! in a loving Cod is a
tall order.
Where was Cod in those critical
moments that meant the difference
between life and death for so many?
He was there, in New York and
Washington Tokvo and Columbine.
He was with those who lived and those
who died, hearing every prayer. He felt
the anguish of every person suffering in
confused darkness and silenceHe grieved over the hideous sin

It Only Takes a

Moment
B REMEMBRANCE
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perpetrated on those innocent people,

whether a loved one survived the terror-

but He wasn't surprised. Kvil choices

ists' attack, how could we ever come to

Frequently affect innocent lives.

a consensus about what Cod is like?

Choosing good ower evil

to love He does not have to choose

God loves us because it is His nature
God's commandments, designed to

between evil or good, for evil has no

protect mankind From harm, had once

appeal to Him. He is a Cod of unending

again been ignored. Evil had again been

compassion.

chosen over good. This is the price of

We, however, live in a world that

freedom. Those who could have chosen

offers everyone choices. We can choose

to love, chose instead to hate.

to love, or hate. Unwilling to make us

1 have three children whom 1 love and

robots, Cod has given us freedom I

would literally die for. They love me,

have never killed anyone, but I have at

too, but no one forces them to. It is a

times been cruel, selfish and unkind to

choice While hopefully I have proven

others. I have frequently chosen evil

worthy of their love, one day they could
choose not to love me, or even to hate
me. Either way, it will be their choice.
Though 1 teach my children to do
good, others influence them to do evil.

--—--, -—
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Sometimes they make good choices,
sometimes they don't This is a painful
reality 1 live with. The same human race
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that produced penicillin also produced

jig

nerve gas. From the same pool of
humanity came Mother Teresa and
Osama bin Laden.
We can't help asking, "What kind of
God would allow someone to inflict suf-

f™^j

-

■Fidfl

over good Perhaps you can identify

fering and even death on innocent men,

We live in a world ol choice, and too

women and children?' These questions

often the choices are evil ones.

cannot be completely answered from
our perspective. But is the presence of
evil any proof that Cod doesn't love us?
If God is a God of love because my

Proof of God's love
Many are asking in their anguish, Why
didn't God intervene for the victims? Hut

son came back from Vietnam, what will

He did! hie died lor them long before

the parent or spouse conclude whose

they were bom, even for those who

loved one didn't come hack? If Cod is a

would never believe in Him.

Cod ol love because my cancer goes

God does not hide in times of trouble.

into remission, what will the person

He proved that on a cross 2,(XX) years

conclude whose cancer rages out of

ago. In the critical moment that spelled

control? If God's goodness depends on

the difference between life and death for
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Soldiers, firemen and rescue teams
rallied to assist Pentagon wounded

everyone in the whole world, through
all of time, Cod intervened. He who
could have remained safely in heaven
chose to take on human form and, like

and extinguish the (lames. The

a brave rescue worker, put Himself
directly into harm's way. 'There is no

American (lag inspired our nation in

greater love than He who lays down His
life for another" (lohn 15:13).

the midst o( shared shock and grie(.

Although thousands of people died
in a Tuesday of terrorism that we will
never forget, God bids us to consider
the Lite available after death.
We can accept God's act of love,
through Jesus, on our behalf, as our
entryway to eternity with Him, or we
can ignore God's intervention and
spend our eternity without Him
Our world doesn't always make
sense. In a moment we can experience
tragedy and pain. Sometimes great
pain. But through faith, God has provided a way to live in a world of evil
with peace and hope In a moment
we can choose faith—a moment with
eternal implications ■
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PURSUING

EVLRY PERSON has a story—a life story. Even as we mourn
those whose stories ended far too soon, we arc jolted into
deep, sometimes uncomfortable thoughts:
What about my story? What's the meaning of my life?
Have you ever stopped to consider how your story weaves
together with God's story to become the greater Story of Life?
12 REMEMBRANCE

Face of Death
INTIMACY
From the beginning, relationships have
been woven into the tapestry ol our lives
God fashioned us as masterpieces that
would reflect our Creator's image. We
were designed to experience intimacy—
loving God and each other.
,:

Your Story On a scale ol 1-10, how
would you rate your current desire to
know God personally?
God's Story In the bt0innim} dod created the heavens and the earth — Cl Nl sis I I

each one ol us in our own way has
betrayed God, He did not abandon us.
God promised to send a Savior who
would rescue us Irom the consequences
ol our rebellion
Your Story
Have you ever experienced God's closeness? How?
God's Story ■> Let all the world look to me
for salvation'. For I am (.'oil; there is no other
— ISAIAH 45:22

PURSUIT

BETRAYAL
But life was forfeited and intimacy
marred I low? We turned from the
source ol Life and chose to live without
God. As a consequence, death and a
corrupted nature now separate us Irom
God and slain all our relationships.

As promised, God sent the ()nc who
would rescue us. His name is Jesus. The
unique Son ol God became one ol us so
that we could see what God was like. He
spoke the taith and displayed unconditional love He offered a purposeful lite
on earth and unending lite in heaven

Your Story What troubles you most
about life? Why?

Your Story Who or what has had the
most significant influence on your spiri-

God's Story The Lord looks down from
heaven on the entire human rdCfi He looks to
see if there is even one with real WMttSittMOU),
one who sect's for Cod But no. all have turned
away from dod —PSALM 14:2,3
ANTICIPATION
Is there any hope lor us? Yes, though

tual pilgrimage?
God's Story For (iod so loved the world
that I le gavt I /is only Son, so that everyone
who helicvcs in Him wdi not perish hut have
eternal life (iod did not send His Son into the
toorid to iondemn it, hut to save it
—JOHN « 16,17

REMEMBRANCE
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3 QUESTIONS:
SACRIFICE
Life's greatest mystery was revealed in

1. Your Story

love's greatest act. Jesus, the author of

Until we admit that we, t<x>, are marred

> Do you need Jesus?

life, died for us and paid the penalty lor

by selfishness and sin, we have little to say

all our wrongdoing. How can we be

about others whose sins touch our lives.

sure? God proved it by raising Jesus

Jesus claimed to be the solution to our

from the dead He is alive today, the

lundamental problem: separation from

rightful ruler over all.

God caused by our sins. Do you believe

Your Story i" What do you consider
the greatest thing anyone has ever done
for you? Why?

that you need Jesus? I )o you desire the
forgiveness and new life that He offers?
2. God's Story » Is it true?

God's Story ' Bui God showed His ijreat
love for us by sending Jesus to die for us while
Wt mere still sinners.
» And God proved lo everyone who this is by
raising Him from ll« dead.

If you want to learn more, try reading

— ROMANS 58, A<TS 17:31

book. See what you think.

INVITATION

3. Your Response >> How will you

God invites us to begin a personal rela-

respond to Gods offer?

tionship with Him He offers us forgive-

Will you turn to God in faith, asking

ness and eternal life through His Son,

lesus Ghrist to (orgive your sin and give

Jesus. We receive this undeserved gift

you new life? If you do, you will enter

through placing our faith in Him.

into a new relationship with God—one

Your Story >> At this stage in life do
you find yourself moving toward God,
away from God, or staying the same?

God's Story >> Hut then God our Stwior
showed us His kindness imd love. He saved
us, not because of the (pod things we did.
hut btcaust of His mercy.
» Everyone who believes in Jesus will have
their sins forgiven through His name.
— TITUS 34,5, ACTS 10:43

According to these selections from the Bible,
what is necessary to have eternal life?

the Bible lor yourself. Start with the section called John—an account of Jesus'
life, death and resurrection. Ask God to
reveal Himself to you through this

that offers comfort, hope and eternity
with Him. How can you do this?
Simply talk with God in prayer: "I need
you, lesus. Thank you for dying on the
cross for me. Please come into my life
and forgive my sins. Make me the kind
of person you want me to be."

>> To all who received Him, He gave the right
to become children of God. All they needed to
do was to trust Him to save them.
— JOHN II2
For more information, visit
www.DCHope.com
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Our Firm Foundation
A message from Billy Graham
Portions of Dr. Graham's message from the National Day of Prayer and
Remembrance, September 14, 2001
WE'VE ALWAYS NEEDED Col) from the
very beginning of this nation, but today
we need Him especially. The Bible's
words arc our hope: "God is our refuge
and strength, an ever present help in trouble. Therefore we will not fear, though
the earth give way and the mountains tall
into the heart of the sea" (Psalm 46:1,2).
But why does God allow evil like this
to take place? Perhaps that is what you are asking. You may even be angry at
God. I want to assure you that God understands those feelings. And God can
be trusted, even when life seems at its darkest.
I have been asked hundreds of times why God allows tragedy and suffering.
I have to confess that I really do not know the answer totally, even to my own
satisfaction. I have to accept, by faith, that God is sovereign, and He is a God
of love and mercy and compassion in the midst of suffering.
None of us will ever forget the pictures of our courageous firefighters and
police, or the hundreds standing patiently in line to donate blood. A tragedy
like this could have torn this country apart, but instead it has united us and we
have become a family.
We never know when we, too, will be called into eternity. I doubt il even one
of those people who got on those planes, or walked into the World Trade
Center or the Pentagon that morning thought it would be the last day ol their
lives. And that's why each of us needs to face our own spiritual need and commit ourselves to God and His will now.
Yes, our nation has been attacked, buildings destroyed and lives lost But now
we have a choice: whether to implode and disintegrate emotionally and spiritually as a people and a nation, or to rebuild on a solid foundation. I believe we
are in the process of starting to rebuild. That foundation is our trust in God
My prayer today is that we will feel the loving arms of Cod wrapped around us,
and will know in (Kir hearts that I lc will never forsake us as we trust in Him. ■
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EII RNAL FATIII R, SIR! >N<. I'() SAVE
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Eternal Fcithtr, stron0 to save,
Whose iirm hath lioiiii,/ the restless wave,
Who bids the mighty ocean deep
Its OII>II appointed limits keep,
O bear us when we cry to Thee
For those in pml on the sea.
() Christ, the Lord of hill and plain
O'er which our traffic rims amain,
liy mountain pass or valley low,
Wherever, Lord, our brethren 1)0,
Prolccl tbem by Thy guarding hand
From every peril on the land
() Spirit, whom the Father sent
To spread abroad the firmament,
() Wind of heaven, by Thy might
Save all who dan ihv eagle's flight,
And keep them by Thy watchful uire
From every peril in the an
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() Trimly of love and power.
Our brethren shield in danger's hour
From rock and tempest, fire and foe,
Protect them wheresoe'er they go,
Thus evermore shall rise to Thee
(dad praise horn nil and laud and sea

